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Foreword
This Technical Specification has been produced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).
The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal
TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an
identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as follows:
Version x.y.z
where:
x the first digit:
1 presented to TSG for information;
2 presented to TSG for approval;
3 or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control.
y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections,
updates, etc.
z the third digit is incremented when editorial only changes have been incorporated in the document.
This document summarizes the work which has been conducted, mainly in the UK, to investigate the effect of wanted
radio frequency transmissions from GSM Mobile Stations (MS) and Base Transceiver Stations (BTS) within the digital
cellular telecommunications system on other equipment.
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Scope

A considerable amount of work has been conducted, mainly in the UK, to investigate the effect of wanted radio
frequency transmissions from GSM MS and BTS on other equipment. This report aims to summarize this work and to
look at the implications for GSM. Since GSM EMC considerations extend outside the GSM arena, it is thought essential
that GSM considers the implications of EMC and produces this report.

1.2

References

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present
document.
• References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or
non-specific.
• For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply.
• For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies. In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same
Release as the present document.

[1]

89/336/EEC: "Council Directive on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to
electromagnetic compatibility".

[2]

EN 50082-1 (1992): "Electromagnetic compatibility - Generic immunity standard. Part 1:
Residential, commercial and light industry".

[3]

IEC 801-3, (1984): "Immunity to radiated, radio frequency, electromagnetic fields".

[4]

GSM 01.04 (ETR 350): "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Abbreviations
and acronyms".

[5]

DTI/RA: "A summarized report on measurement techniques used to investigate potential
interference from new digital systems".

[6]

INIRC (1988): "Guidelines on limits of exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields in the
frequency range 100 kHz to 300 GHz".

[7]

NRPB (1989): "Guidance as to restrictions on exposures to time varying electromagnetic fields
and the 1988 recommendations of the International Non-Ionizing Radiation Committee".

[8]

IEEE C95.1 (1991): "IEEE standard for safety levels with respect to human exposure to radio
frequency electromagnetic fields, 4 kHz to 300 GHz".

[9]

Draft DIN VDE 0848 Part 2 (1991): "Safety in electromagnetic fields; protection of persons in the
frequency range from 30 kHz to 300 GHz".

[10]

CENELEC European prestandard ENV50166-2 (January 1995): "Human exposure to
electromagnetic fields ,High Frequency (10 kHz to 300 GHz)".
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Information available

A number of European organizations have conducted extensive investigations into GSM EMC. These investigations
looked at the potential of a GSM transmission to interfere with a wide range of electrical apparatus. Having conducted
both objective and subjective investigations, it was discovered that personal audio equipment (e.g. Walkmans) and
hearing aids were most susceptible and most likely to be in close proximity to GSM apparatus.
Of these two types of apparatus, hearing aids were considered the greatest potential problem and thus a considerable
amount of modelling work was conducted in order to assess the likely incidence of interference in various scenarios.
Interference with pace-makers was considered of utmost seriousness and consequently tests were made to investigate
the possibility of interfering with certain types.

3

Cause of potential EMC interference

The source of GSM interference is the 100 % amplitude modulated RF envelope introduced by burst transmission
necessary for Time Division multiple Access (TDMA). Audio apparatus having some non-linear component able to
demodulate this Amplitude Modulation (AM) envelope will be subject to interference in the audio pass-band since the
frame and burst rates for GSM are 220 Hz and 1,7 kHz.
Another source of interference is the DTX (Discontinuous Transmission) mode of operation in GSM. In the DTX mode
there are two signal components with much lower frequencies than the normal GSM transmission: a component with a
frequency of 2.1 Hz corresponding to the transmission of the 8 timeslots of the SID (Signal Descriptor) message block,
and another with a frequency of 8,3 Hz corresponding to the repetition rate of SACCH.
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Objective laboratory results from the United Kingdom, Department of Trade and Industry, Radiocommunications
Agency (DTI/RA) [5] showed that a typical "behind the ear" hearing aid in normal (amplifying) mode was susceptible
to peak GSM field intensities of;
-

between 10 V/m and 17 V/m in order to produce the same audio power as speech, 0.5 m in front of the
hearing aid; and

-

between 5 V/m and 8.5 V/m to produce "audible, slightly annoying" interference.

It was noted that the group of hearing aids tested showed a 4 dB spread in susceptibility in the normal mode and a 13
dB spread in susceptibility in the inductive loop mode.
Subjective investigation conducted at BTRL with the hearing aid worn by the user showed that "audible, slightly
annoying" interference was perceived when subject to a peak field intensity varying between 10 V/m and 4 V/m
depending upon the orientation of the head. This was modelled by a peak field intensity of 10 V/m for a 270° arc and 4
V/m for the 90° arc not shielded by the head inferring an 8 dB attenuation provided by the head. This directional
susceptibility corresponds to an average of 6.6 V/m and thus agrees with the DTI/RA objective results.
These results were subsequently used for modelling activities to assess the consequences of this susceptibility in various
scenarios. It should be noted that the susceptibility without head attenuation used in the model (4 V/m) is somewhat
worse than the DTI measurements (5 V/m - 8.5 V/m) and thus the modelling results will be very much worst case.
It was found that metallising the hearing aid case reduced the susceptibility with no head attenuation from 4 V/m to 12
V/m (10 dB).
Laboratory measurements have been carried out also in Australia by Telecom Research Laboratories and National
Acoustic Laboratories (annex F). In these measurements the field strength level causing useful "annoyance" threshold
level of 10 dB above the noise floor of the hearing aids was measured and then compared to measured field strength of
2 W and 8 W GSM MS to determine the distances where the threshold levels can be expected. Both behind-the-ear and
in-the-ear type hearing aids were measured, the former ones both with microphone input and telecoil input. The results
are shown below.
Table 1. Field strength and safety distances for noticeable interference
Hearing aid type
Behind the ear,
microphone input
Behind the ear,
telecoil input
In the ear

NOTE:

Field strength for noticeable interference
0.7 - 3.1 V/m

Distance for noticeable interference
2 W MS
8 W MS
2.0 - 10 m
3.5 - 20 m

0.4 - 4.9 V/m

1.5 - 20 m

2.5 - 40 m

4.9 - 32.3 V/m

0.2 - 0.6 m

0.4 - 1.5 m

The distances in table 1 can not be compared directly with those in table 2 because table 1 distances are
approximate real-life distances whereas table 2 is based on theory.

In Denmark a study initiated by the Danish ministry of communications has been carried out recently. The results of the
study are in a report "Interference to hearing aids caused by GSM mobile telephones". Following are the main
conclusions of the report:
-

so far there have not been many actual examples of interference but it must be foreseen that in 3 - 4 years there
will be frequent reports of interference to hearing aids occasioned by GSM mobiles;

-

it is anticipated that existing hearing aids will be replaced by new models with generally greater immunity to
GSM signals; in any event, in 5 - 7 years the risk of interference should have diminished significantly;

-

solutions to decrease the amount of interference based on GSM system will either have a highly limited effect
(transmitter power regulation) or will be financially unfeasible (cell size optimization);
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solutions based on design changes to hearing aids will generally be possible and must offer immunity against
signal strengths of up to 10 V/m; some hearing aids used today already satisfy requirements and future models
will be able to be so constructed as to meet them too; designing a new hearing aid with the requisite level of
immunity would increase prices approx. DKK 100 per unit, which is a 4 - 7 % increase to a current price of a
hearing aid.

Cardiac pace-makers

Work was carried out by CSELT Italy to investigate the effects of GSM type burst structure on cardiac pace-makers
(annex D). Unipolar and bipolar types from one manufacturer were tested. The results show that, although it was
possible to interfere with pace-maker operation in free space, it was not possible, with the equipment power used, to
interfere with operation when the pace-maker, leads and electrodes were placed in a phantom simulating realistic use in
the human body. The equivalent maximum field strength used for this test would not normally be exceeded at further
than 0.5 m away from any allowed GSM transmitter except the maximum power base station. For information the field
strength required to defeat the pace-maker in free space was in excess of 40 V/m for the most sensitive class of pacemaker.
As there does not appear to be a problem with defeating of pace-maker operation by a normal GSM signal, the
remainder of the work done by GSM, and thus the remainder of this report, is restricted to scenarios for audible
interference with hearing aids.
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Domestic equipment

Tests carried out by various laboratories and collected together by the Radio Technology Laboratory (RTL) of the
Radiocommunications Agency (annex E) show that for a limited number of devices under test the cassette decks,
television receivers and portable radios/cassette players etc. are the most susceptible domestic equipment with the mean
field intensities causing "visible/audible, but not annoying" interference being 2.9, 4.0, and 5.6 V/m, respectively. For
example for 8 W MS the field strength of 4 V/m will be found at distances less than 5 m (worst case assuming 100 %
efficiency and free space path loss) as can be seen in table 1.
This means that in practice, due to building attenuation etc., interference will not occur unless the transmitter and the
victim equipment are in the same room. This is likely to occur if the GSM terminal is transportable (8 W output power
for instance).
Studies on the GSM interference to the fixed network telephone equipment have been carried out in France, Norway,
U.K. and Italy (annex G). All the studies highlight the fact that due to the lack of an international immunity standard to
the fixed network telephone equipment the interference problem varies from country to country depending on the
national immunity standards. The study carried out in France summarizes that no telephone analogue equipment or
audio terminal can comply with a 10 V/m GSM type field strength, and half of the telephone sets tested did comply
with the 3 V/m immunity level, both results derived with a selected performance criteria of -50 dBmop/600 Ohms in
transmit direction and 50 dBA on receive direction. Regarding the maximum distances for potential interference the
study gives the distances of 10 metres for 8 W GSM terminal and 5 metres for 2 W GSM terminal. The U.K. study tests
the fixed network telephones and PBX equipment at 3 V/m and 10 V/m field strengths and concludes that in the U.K.
the vast majority of telephones and telephone equipment is not susceptible at even 10 V/m. Hence, due to the immunity
standard for fixed telephones the interference from GSM terminals is not considered as a major problem in U.K. In the
Norwegian study it is summarized that with a 40 dB S/N ratio as a quality limit and with 10 W GSM transmitter 10 m
away from a telephone, half of the telephones tested pass the test. Also, the study highlights the very large difference in
the immunities of the fixed telephones, the immunities calculated in field strength being from 12.3 V/m to 0.6 V/m,
with the same quality limit of 40 dB S/N ratio. The Italian study uses the same pass criteria as the French one and
concludes that out of the tested fixed telephones, only an RF-shielded model and another with a very compact structure
resulted complying with immunity requirements up to 6 V/m GSM field strength (that is 0.8 W GSM emission at 1 m
distance), while some models did not even comply with 3 V/m (i.e. 0.8 W GSM emission at 2 m distance).
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Modelling results

A wide range of scenarios were modelled (annexes A and B) to include the possible interference to hearing aid users
from base stations, mobiles and handportables. Not surprisingly, by far the highest incidence of interference was caused
in crowded urban environments where hearing aids and handportable transceivers are likely to be in closest proximity.
It was found that a hearing aid user would experience 3 seconds of interference every 8 minutes whilst walking on a
London street and would be subject to a 2.4 % probability of interference whilst travelling on a commuter train for a
GSM system occupying 2 x 25 MHz. Further results showed that with 1 % of the train passengers using GSM
transmitters (0.1 % previously) and an average susceptibility of 4 V/m, the probability of interference was 5 %. These
modelling results were based on a small sample of hearing aids with immunities in the region of 3 V/m. More recent
measurements have shown that some hearing aids, in particular the in-the-ear aids, have immunities up to 30 V/m (see
annex F). This would reduce these probabilities by a factor of 100.
It should be noted that the modelling work is based on free space path loses. The effect of, for example, people in a
crowded train has not been measured, but in general it is expected that the presence of people or objects between the
MS and the hearing aid will be to reduce the interference in most cases.
It should be noted that all the scenarios examined assumed the hearing aid was active all the time. Clearly, there will be
instances where the user will switch off the aid when not required to communicate.
A further modelling exercise indicated that it was unlikely that a hearing aid user will be able to use GSM handportable
terminals due to the interference effects.

6

Solutions

The generic immunity standard, EN 50082-1, produced by CENELEC, calls for immunity to RF electromagnetic fields
of 3 V/m. This work has shown that current hearing aids have immunities close to this proposed level and that a
handportable GSM transmitter is likely to present a field strength greater than this at regular intervals in a crowded
environment and thus cause interference to the hearing aid user (annex C). The actual field strength from a dipole, as
calculated from IEC 801-3:1984, is shown in table 2 (the values are independent of frequency).
Table 2: Close proximity field strengths
Peak transmit
power (Watts)
0.8
2
5
8

0.25
1

GSM MS power
class
5
4
3
2
DCS 1 800 MS
power class
2
1

1m
6.3
9.9
15.7
19.8

Peak field strength (V/m)
2m
3.1
5.0
7.8
9.9

5m
1.3
2.0
3.1
4.0

3.5
7.0

1.8
3.5

0.7
1.4

A solution to this potential problem could be achieved by a combination of increased hearing aid immunity and
constraints placed on the GSM system in urban environments.
Due to the likely peak field strengths that will be experienced from GSM transmitters in crowded urban areas, it is
proposed that the immunity of future body worn apparatus, such as hearing aids, should be increased to 10 V/m since
this has been found to significantly reduce the probability of GSM interference (this 10 V/m figure is derived from
considerations of frequencies around 900 MHz and may not be applicable to frequencies significantly higher or lower
than 900 MHz). Further to this, a number of simple constraints for urban GSM system design should be adhered to:-

dynamic power control to be implemented at the MS such that only the minimum required transmit power is
used at all times (BS interference was shown not to be a problem);

-

urban cell sizes limited to reduce required transmit powers;
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-

discontinuous transmission (DTX) to be implemented where possible;

-

GSM base site and mobile pay phone (e.g. on train) transmit antennas should not be located in close
proximity to electrical apparatus likely to be susceptible to this type of interference.

It is assumed that DTX will provide a reduced interference potential although this has not been verified.

7

Non-ionizing radiation

Guideline levels for exposure to non-ionizing RF radiation have been published by many organizations including NonIonizing Radio Committee (INIRC), the UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), German Electrotechnical Commission of DIN and VDE (DKE) and CENELEC.
reference to these standards are given in reference [6] to [10].

8

Conclusion

Extensive research has highlighted a potential compatibility problem between GSM transmitters and body worn audio
apparatus; in particular hearing aids. However, this research has been based on a limited sample of hearing aid types of
fairly old design.
An increased immunity for future body worn apparatus, enforced through the Community’s EMC Directive
(89/336/EEC), combined with some urban cellular design constraints aimed at ensuring the minimum transmit power is
employed should ensure incidences of interference from GSM apparatus is kept to a minimum.
The studies made have shown that the immunity level of currently available hearing aids may not protect hearing aids
very well from the interference of GSM phones. Also, it has been shown that increasing the immunity to 10 V/m, as
found possible by simple hearing aid modification, will reduce the probability of interference considerably. More recent
research has shown some modern hearing aids to have 10 times the immunity of the older designs (in V/m). This would
reduce the interference probabilities by a factor of 100.
Concerning the domestic equipments it can be concluded that GSM transportable 8 W mobile stations are likely to
cause problems to domestic equipment being used in a domestic environment.
Further, it is recommended that the user’s data (like user’s manual) of the mobile should include a warning of the
possible interference effects of the GSM mobile to the other electronic equipments.
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Other EMC reports
CEPT-SE report "Summary document on the interference to radio and non-radio devices from TDMA-type
transmissions".
The report from CEPT covers much of the work included in the GSM report and considers EMC
susceptibility of a far greater range of products. The findings of the two reports are similar.
CEPT-SE report "Draft report from the ERC within CEPT on the impact from ISM emissions on mobile radio
services operating in the 900 MHz band".
This report studies the potential for interference on GSM and other terminal equipment operating
in the 900 MHz band caused by ISM equipment (Industrial, Scientific and Medical). It shows that
spurious emissions from ISM equipment can degrade mobile radio service coverage at
considerable distances.
ETS 300 342-1 to 3 "Radio Equipment and Systems (RES); ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) for European
digital cellular telecommunications system (GSM 900 MHz and DCS 1 800 MHz)".
This standard defines performance requirements for radio communication equipment to meet the
Community directive 89/336/EEC. It contains requirements for GSM terminal equipment but does
not address the potential of interference with other electronic equipment such as hearing aids and
cardiac pace-makers.
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model

“

A GSM interference model.

22nd February 1990

Jon Short
Cellular Radio Systems
BT Laboratories
0473643954
,’

Summarvo

This document attempts to forecast the likely extent of intcrfercncc to hearing aid
users fiwn GSM transmitters.
The assessment is made through modclling of the GSM cellular system in various
scenarios as the system matures fkom 1991 onwads. The potential intcrfczence in the
individual scenarios is combined to asses the actual interference perceived by through
modclling of ‘days in the life of hearing aid users.
The critical inputs to the model are the hearing aid immunities as determined during
extensive laboratory testing.
The report concludes that a hearing aid user will experience regular daily intcrfemncc
from GSM transmissions and this has been previously shown to be due to the TDMA name
of the system.

.“

..
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Having completed extensive hearing aid immunity testing U.
5, 81 with
simulatad GSM transmission, it was necessary to assess the likely impact of the
laboratoryresults on hearing aid users.
The key results taken km these laboratoryinvestigationswere that the hearing
aids tested gave rise to ‘pemeptible’interkrance when subjectto a field strengthof 4V/m
in some directions.
A typical urbsn cell is eharactarizedusing an RF link budget and a number of
necessary assumptions.The salient assumptionsused in this paper are Iiatadin section
2 with local assumptionscontained in individualscenarios.
Having characterizedthe call, individualscenario’swithin the cell where hearing
aid users may comein contact with GSMtransmitterswere chosen.A conclusionis drawn
horn the individualscenario’s which highlightsthose likely to have the highestincidence
of interference.
Having arrived at a model covering separate scenmio’s, it was necessary to
combine these to build a ‘day in the life of a hearing aid user. Four typical ‘days’ were
chosen -d illustrate the incidence of interferencewith respect to the hearing aid user.
Subsequent discussion covers GSM subscribe who use hearing aids, possible
solutions and other interferences to hearing aids.
It will be notedthat this documenthas been compiledfiwn R@. 10,11and 12with
and 15/1/90held at the DTL
modificationsagreedat the coordinationmeetingsof 4/12189
~

Aazmnmtione.

i)

A central London base site has a 2krnradius and a base station in power class 4
(40W).

ii)

All cells am operating at 50% capacity.

iii)

Vehicle mounted transceivers have power control to sustain at least 102 uplink
BER.

iv)

Transportable are in power class 2 (8W) and portablesin power class 4 (2W) with
antennashatig OdBigain.

v)

Subscriberswill be evenly distributedbetween vehicle mounted transceiver and
portables/tranaportables.

vi)

People are evenly distributed in the cell.

vii)

Vehicle mountedtransceivers are locatedon three concentricrings within the ceII
and are distributedin the ratio of their distance tlom the BS.

viii)

The ri&ber of hearing aids in the UK is 1.5 miIIion(DEWSestimate 1 to 2
million) i.e 2.5% of the UK population.

ix)

The mean duration of a call is 2 minutes.
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characterization

This budget is based on GSM Recommendation03.30.
Rx RF input sensitivity= NF (dB) + Et/No (dB) + W - kT @BS for 102 BER (dBm)
Where

thermal noiee, kT = -174 dBm/Hz @ 290K
W (bitrate)= 10 log 270.833kbit/s
NF (noise figure)= 8dB
E&o = 8dB

Therefore,Rx RF input sensitivity@ BS = -104dBm.
Ieotropicpower= RXsensitivity+ Interferencemargin+ Cable 10SS- btenna Gain
Where

interferencemargin = MB
cable lees = 4dB
antennagain = 12dBi
,

!’

Therefore, Isotropic power = -109dBm

Allowing for Iognormel(5dB) and Rayleighfading (lOdB) margins gives

Minimum signal level for 102 BER = -94dBm.
32)

Minimum MS tranarnit powers

The required power to be radiatedfkoma mobile stationto maintain a 102uplink
BER maybe fbund after characterizationof the propagationpath lees.
A typical central Londoncell is 2kKnin radius and has a BS located 2m above the
roof of a tall building. This buildingwill be locatedin a dense urban environmentand of
similar height ta its surroundings(@m). Assuming a receive antenna height of 2m and
a fkequencyof 900MHz,the path loss maybe found from equation 3.25 in Ref17
~ti = 69.55+26.1610gf - 13.8210g& - A(hJ + (44.9-6.5510ghJlog ~~
where f- ikequencyin MHz (900)
& - transmitantenna height (62M)
&-diatmca&om
BSinkm
and km equation 3.27 in Ref7
A(k)”: 3.2(log(ll.75 hJ~ -4.97 (dB)
L - receive antenna height (2m)
These equations thus simplifi to
L@=

121 + 3310g~ti

(m)
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Such a call may thus be characterizedby a lkm interceptof 121dBand a pathloss
the MS to maintain a
of slops Y=3.3.Hence the minimum tran@t power needed 104BER will be
121.94 = 27dBm @ lkm (500mW’)
.27+3310gl.5= 32.8dBm@ l.lkn (1.9W)
27+3310g2= 36.9dBm@ 2km (4.9W)
all powers quoted being ERP at MS.

Equation for interfering distance, &,
S.

3?2

and

S= G

E

P,

4%~~

where

S = power density

G = antenna gain
E = field strength

Therefore, ~~ = G 302P,
However, since path loss calculation leads to ERP ‘:&m the mobile station then the
antenna gain term, G, is redundant. i.e G = 1.
It was founcl during interference tests lJtE&5],that a realistic hearing aid
susceptibilitywas 4 V/m for a 90 degree arc and 10 V/m fbr the remaining270 degreesas
shown in Fig.lo

-.

Fig.1

Let interference radius at 4 V/m be & and at 10 V/m d10then
%2= 30 P,

= 1.875Pi

and

16
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di~ = 30 P,
100

= 0.3 Pi

as shown in Fig.1

& = 3z4d,7

and

= 0.71 Pt
Therefore,
3.4)
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&=

as shown in Fig.1

Al+&
= 2.18 Pi Eq. 1

spectrum allocation

The GSM systemwill probablyoperatewith 3 base sites per cluster and therefore,
even if sectorizationis employe&the entire spectrumallocationwill be used repeatedly
by groups of these base sites. It has been assumed that each base site ( BS ) covers a
cimllar ma of radius 2kln.
The GSM system will begin in 1991with an initial duplex spectrumallocationof
5MHz per operator above the current TACS bands. This allows252001sHz carriers and
thus 25/3=8 tiers
per BS and 8 x 8 time slots = 64 physid bek
per BS w
operator.
Assuming that there will be no more than 8 of these time slots unavailable for
trafliq then 56 physical channelsremain giving a maximumof 112 subscribers.
As the GSMsystemmatures,thecurrentTACSallocationwillbe graduallyhanded
over until GSMoccupiesthe entire25MHzcellularallocation.Eachoperatorwill therefore
have 12.5MHzor62200kHz carriersandthus620=21 carriersper base site.This number
of carriers allows 21x8=168 physical channels and thus 160 available for traffic per
operator and 320in total.
%5)

Overall probability.

It was found that a good approximationto even distribution of MS’s could be
attained by assuming the transmitters were located on three concentric rings and
distributedin the ratio of their distancefmm the BS. Two rings proved to be inaccurate
with four giving little change in the result obtainedwith three.
Using a 10MHz allocation and fidl cell capacitygives the following result:
25 MS @ lkm

l12x~=

4.5
l12x~=37Ms@l.5km

4.5

112x 2 =50 MS@2km
43

..
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The aflbctedarea around each transmitterfivm equation 1 is:

2.18 x 0.5 = l.lmz
2.18 X 1.9= 4.1m2
2.18 x 4.9 = 10.7m2
Giving a total a.fEectedarea from MS’s of 25x1.1 + 37x4.1 + 5ox1O.7= 714.2m*.
Assumingthe BS is power class 4 (40W) then, fiwm equation 1 them will be a ibrther
affectedarea of 87.2mzamnmdthe BS giving a total of 801.4m2.
Since the ama of the 2km cell is YC(2000Y
= 1.26x107mZthen the percentage
@ected area is
~o,”

o.oo649b

Substitutingfigures for a fully loaded 25MHz system yields a total affectedama
of 2123.4m2or 0.017%.
As yet, however, we have no information concerning the fiwquencyand duration
of this interference.
~

scenarios

4s)

Vehicle mounted MS.

u

Vehicles and pedestrians.

1,

A mobile on the edge of the 2km cell has been shown to be transmitting4.9W
giving rise to an ailkcted area of 10.7 m2and hence a mean interference radius of 1.8m.
Assumingthe separationbetweenpedestrianson thepavementand vehicleson the
road is 4m, the hearing aid user will not experience interference h
the transmitter.
Evenif the aid is orientatedwith maximumsusceptibilitytowardsthe road, the car would
still have to be closer than 3m to causeinterkence.
It is uniihely thut inteqkmce will be pemeived ~m vehide8 on the road whilst
walking on the pavement.
.
4.1.2 Trains.
If it is assumed that there is a IOdB attenuation into a carriage fkom a rod
mounted antenna,thena GSM pay phone on the train in power class 1 (20W) will have
an affkctedradius in the train equivalentto that from a 2W transmitter.
Aeeumingthe trawdttar klocatadinthe centre of the train, it is found that 1.2M
or 1.2% of the train will be afEectedfkom equation 1. Assuming people are evenly
distributedon the train then the probabilityof perceiving intetierence is 0.012.
It should be noted that investigation has shown that pemonal tape players are
equallyas susceptibleto AM transmissionand there is likely to be a high density of such
equipmenton commuter trains.
The probability of interference fim a pay phone on a train is 0.012.
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Bases.

4.2.1) Low sites.
If it is assumed that the BS is ~wer class 4 (40W), then the afkcted area will be
942m2&am equation 1.
Assuming people are evenly distributedwithin the cell, then the probabilityof a
hearing aid user experiencinginterferencewill be
942 = 7.5X l&
1.26x107
since the area of a 2km radius cell is 12.6km2.
The probability of intetienmce j%oma base site whilst walking on the pavement is
negligible. This is fiwther reduced since BS’S will be sited on top of buildings and not at
ground level.

4.2.2/ Hizh Sites.
Many (MM BS will be located on top of tall buildings which maybe office blocks
containing a high density of people.
hbgtieti~io
~ofa~doffi~~~~~x
15x15 mwitha BS
antenna mounted 10M above the top floor then radiation at angles greater than 60
degrees from the main lobe will penetrate the building assuming the antenna has not
been tilted to mo@ coverage.
The vertical radiation pattern fkom a typical sectorized BS antinna shows that
radiation at 60 degrees or greatertim the main lobe ia suppressedby 20dB to SOdBand
thus, assuming an attenuationof 10dBlRef.6] into the building and a further 5dB from
the roof (no windows ) gives a minimumattenuationof 35dB.
Assuming the transmitteris in power class 1 (320W)55dBm, then the analogous
scenario is a 55435= 20dBm (1OOMW)transmissioninto &es space. This equat8s to an
interference radius of 0.26m at 60 degrees born the main lobe and O.&m (65dB
attenuation)vertically downwardsfrom equation 1.
It is themfom unlikeiy thut hearing aid users in an ome block directly underneath
a (2SM BS will experience any interfmnce even if they w at the top of the building and
the BS is in power cltis 1.
4.2.3) Building coveraze.

A typkal attenuationinto a building is 10dB [Ref.6] and thus the interference
radius fmm a class 4 BS (40W) into a building will be equivalent to that &m a 4W
.
~*
an.cmensite. It fbllowsthat anY buiklbw within a 1.7m radius fkomthe
BS will have su&ie& field strength inside th~ buildi~ to give *e to interference to
hearing aid users.
As th,iadistance is not practically malisabls, it is most unlikely that a BS will give
rise to interfienmce in a@acent buildings.
403)

Portables and Tranaportables.

SLiLD Railwav Station.

Portable GSM transmitters may be in power class 4 and will hence have a
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maximum power of 2W. This gives ~ to an tiected ama of 4.4m9per transmitter,
assumingno antenna gain at the portable;fkom equation 1.
Taking the area of a platform as IOOmx 10m = 1000rn*and the number of
platforms as 10 then the total station area is 10,000m*.If each train has 10 carriages
carrying 100 people, and a train arrives at each platform during the rush hour
simultaneouslythen NM()x 10 = 10JMOpeople will be in the station at any one time
leading to 1 person per m2.
The populationof greaterLondonis roughly 7 million in an area of 15801Rn2
which
is assumedto rise to roughIy10 million, &un tra.i%cflow analysis, during working hours.
Assumingthe station is locatedin a 2km radius call of ama 12.6km2and that the
populationof London is evenly distributedin the 1580km*within Greater hmdon, then
Ioxl@ X 12.6 = 80,000
1580
people will be in the cell.
Since there are 10,000people in the station during rush hour (1/8th of the total),
assumingthe cell is 50% loaded and that 50% of calls will be fkomhand portables then
28x l/8 = 3.5 calls will be active in the station at any one time during rush hour with a
10MHZallocation
Since each transmitter has an af%cted area of 4.4rn2around it then a total area
of 3.5 x 4.4 = 15.4m2( 0.154% ) of the station area will be affbctad. Them is thus a
probabilityof 0.00154that a hearing aid user will be in an a6@ed ama assuming class
4 portabletransceivers.
When the system @y
occupies 25MHz, the number of calls originating in the
stationiiwmhand portablesrises to 80 x l/8 = 10, the afIbctedarea to 10 x 4.4 = 44m2and
thus the probabilityrises to 0.0044.
Theprobability of interference~m a handportable tmnsceiver in a milwaystatwn
is 0.00154 with a 10MHz allocation and 0.W44 with 25MHz.

It has been found that there are 80,000 people in a 2km radius cell thus with a
50% loaded cell and a 10MHz allocation,28 of these ( 1 in 2800 ) will be using a GSM
hand portable.A typical office has 1 person in l(hnaand hence with a 10 storey building
with 100 people per floor there will be 1000 people in 10,000m2.
Since 1 in 2800peoplewill be using a GSM transmitter,0.36 peoplein the building
will be radiating2W (class 4) giving a total affected area of 1.6m*fkomequation 1. This
equates to 0.016% of the office area and hence a probability of interference of 0.00016
assumingeven distributionof workers.
With a 25MHz allocation,1 in 1000people will be using a GSM hand portableand
thus the totalfiected area will be 4.4m2ikomequation 1 and the interferenceprobability
rises taOJIUWL
Thepmbabiiity of interjknce jhm hand portable tmnsceivers in an o#Ze bkch k
0.00016 with 10MHz allocated and 0.00044 with 25MHz.
-

4.3.3] Street

Assuming the pavementsof central London are 3m in width and are located on
both sides of the road then, knowing there are 17.5 km of road per km2, we have a
pavementarea of 17.5xl@ x 2 x 3 = 100,000m2in Usm2.Assuming there is 1 person per
5m2then there will be 20,000 people on the pavementsin lkna2.
Assumingthis representsa 50%loadedcell andthe allocationis 10MHzthen there
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will be 28 actively transmitting hand portablesdistributedbetween 20,000 people ( 1 in
714 ).
Since the pavement is 3m in width then there will be 1 person every 1.6m and
hence 1 hand portable every 1.6x 714= l143m. Assumingthe transmitteris stationary
and the hearing aid user is walking at 3km/h (0.83m/s), then it will take 23 minutes to
walk between transmitters.
When the system occupies 25MHz, there will be 1 in 250 people with an actively
transmittinghand portable and thus one transmitterevery 400m. At 3km/h it will take
8 mi!lllt= to -k
bCtWW!Xitransmitters.
If the transmitters in power class 4 (2W) then the interfimnce radiuswill be 1.2m
from equation 1, and thus the subject will have to walk fbr 2.4m whilst experiencing
interference.At Win/h this will take 2.9 seoonds.
The@re, a hearing aid ueer walhing along a Lm&n street duringpeak time will
experience 2.9 seconds of inte~emnce j%omhand portable tmnsceivers every 23 minutes
with 10MHz allocated and evay 8 minutes with 25MHz.
4.3.4) Train.
Since it has bean shown that there are 80,000peoplein a 2km radius cell and
assuming50% of the 112 channel capacitywill be taken up by hand portables then 1 in

2800 people will camy portable transceivers.
.1
Assuming the train is carrying workers to L&don, then roughly 0.36 people will
be using a GSM hand portable. If this is a class 4 (2W) transmitterthen the interfering
radius will be 1.2m and hence, assuming the transmitteris not at the end of the train,
a 0.36 x 2.4 = 0.9m length of the train ( 0.9% ) will be affected. Assuming an even
distributionof peopie, the probabilityof interferenceis 0.009.
With a 25MHz allocation,the penetration rises to 1transmitterin 1000peopleand
thus 2.4% of the train will be afkted and the probabilityrises to 0.024.
Again there are likely to be a large number of personal tape playem on such a
train which have been found to be equallyas susceptibleto interference.
Thepmbability of inte#emnce fim a hand portable transceiver on a train is 0.009
with 10MHz alkmzted and 0.024 with 25MHz.

n

‘A Day in the life of scenarim

5.1)

Daily commuter from outside I.andom

This day in the life of a hearing aid user is made up of the following scenarios
Travel fkomhome ( mral ) to railway station and return
Re@xL.tzainjOumay tAhmdon
Time spent leaving and waiting for train
Tube journey
Walking to ~d fkom office
Time spent in office

2 x 15mins = 30mins
2xlhr
=2hrs
2x15mins=30inins
2x15mins=30mins
2x15mins=30mins
8hrs

The travel conducted in the rural area and on the tube maybe ignored since them will
be no interference.
When traveling on the train, interferencemaybe causedby a pay phone on the train or
fkom a hand portable. The probability of perceiving interference fkom either of these
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sources is

pa+ PP*PH
P*, = Pm*+
= 0.012+ 0.009 + 1.08x104
= 0.021 for IOMHZ
Pti

= 0.012 + 0.024 + 2.88xl@
= 0.036 for 25 MHz

Assumingthe average duration of a call is 2minaand since the time spent on the train
is 2 hours, then
Total interferenceduration = 120x 0.021 = 2.5 mine
Number of calls = 2.5 = 1.26 calls
2
‘.NmebetweencaIIs= 120 = 95 mine
1.26
SubstitutingP-l = 0.036 gives a correspondingtime between calls for a 25MHz system
of 56 minutes.
U will be noted that if the probabili~ ofinterfemnm fiwrnthe pay phone and the
handportabletransceiverare separated,the timebetweenexposureto interferencefor the
duration of a call is 167 minutes due to the pay phone, 222 minutes due to the hand
portablewith 10MHzallocated and 83 minutes due to the hand portable with 25MHz.
Whilst on the train interference wiU be experienced for 2mhs evtvy 95mins for a 10MHz
system and evew 56 minz fbr a 25MHz system.
Whilst in tbe railway station,the probability of incidence of interference is 0.00154 (
10MHz ) or 0.0044 ( 25MHz ). Assuming 30 minutes ( 1800s ) are spent in the railway
station and a call lasts for 2mins, then
Total interferenceduration = 1800x 0.00154= 2.8seconds
Number of calls = 2.8 = 0.02 calls
m
Time between cidls = 30 = 22 hours
a
Substitutinga probabilityof 0.0044givesa correspondingtime between calls for a 25MHz
system of 7.6 hours.
Whilst in a milwa.. -

interfikrenceLuillbe experiencedfor 2 reins eve~ 22 hours /br

10MHz and eve~ 7.6hours for 25MHz.
-

It has been s@wn in section 4.3.3 that a 2.9 second burst of inteflenmce wiff be heard eve~
23 minutes jbr 10MHz and eve~ 8 minutes for 25MHz.

During the 8 hours in the office, the probabilityof interference is 0.00016 with 10MHz
and 0.00044 with 25MHz. Assuming 2 minute call duration then
Total interferenceduration = 8 x60x60x
Number of calls = 4.6 = 0.038 calls

ETSI
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120
Time between calls = 8 = 208 hoiws
0~8
Substituting a probability of 0.00044 gives a corresponding time between calls for a
.25MHzSySteM of 75 hours.
Whilst in the ofiee, inteqfmmce will be heard for 2 minutes eve~ 208 hours /br a 10 MHz
system and evay 75 hours fir a 25MHz system.
Ovendl conclusion

of *cenaria S.10

The incidence’s of interference will be as follows:
10MHZ.

1x 2
1x2
1x3
1x2

minutes every day on the train
minutes at the station every 1.5 months
second burst every day whilst walking on the street
minutes every month in the @ice
?

25MHZ.
2 x 2 minutes every day on the train
1 x 2 minutes at the station every 2 weeks
4 x 3 second burst every day whilst walking cmthe street

lx2minutes
M)

every 9daysintheoffice

Person working and dwelling in London.

This day
.

in

the life

of a hearing aid user may be characterizedbt the followingscenarios
2x15mins=30rnins
No interference
2x15mins=30mins
Total time on street= 60 mine
8 hours

Walk &om home to tube station
Tubejourney
Walk *m tube station to office
‘lYmespent in office
OvemU conclusion

of scenario

63.

Using the reasoning in 5.1, the incidence of interferencewiIIbe as foIIows.
10MHZ.
—

.+

3 x 3 second burst every day whilst walking on the street
1 x 2 minutes every month in the offke
25MHZ.
7 x 3 second burst every day whilst walking on the street
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1 x 2 minutes every 9 days in the office
5.3)

Retired peraom

Whilst the retiredperson is dwellingin a rural araa, the incidence of interfbnmce will be
negligible. However, if that person spends a day shopping in London, the day may be
characterizedas f~ows.

Travel fkomhome ( rural ) to railway station and return
Return trainjourney b London
Time spent leaving and waitingfor train
Tubejourney
3 hours shoppingof which 1 hour is spent in the street
Overall conckwn

No Merf&wence
2xlhr
=2hrs
2x15mins=30mins
No interference
1 hour

of 8cenario 5.3.

Using the reasoningin 5.1, the incidence of interferencewill be as follows.
10MHZ.

lx2minutes onthe train
Unlikely incidence of intdersnce at station
3 x 3 second burst whilst walking on the street

‘”

25MHZ.
2x2minutes onthetrain
Unlikely incidence of interferenceat station
7 x 3 second burst whilst walking on the street
5.4)

Motorway traffio jam

It has been shown ~f.10] thata hearingaid user drivinga vehicle on a motomvay,
with the aid orientated such that maximum susceptibilityis towards the trafEc, will
experienceinterferen~ if the adjacentvehicle is radiatinga (XM transmit power of more
than 2W.
It was found that the probabilityof the adjacentvehiclehaving a GSM transceiver
was 0.05 and that if the traflic had a relativespeed of 5 mph interference would be heard
for 2 seconds every 4 minutis.

6.1)

-

GSM customers with hearing aids.

6.1.1) HandPortables.
Equation 1 states that&=

2.18 P, and hence d2mm= 2.18 P,
K

The distance between the ears is less than 0.25m and hence
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Pt = 0.252 = 90mW
0.7
or, the maximum transmit power fmm a hand-portabletransmitterheld to the unaided
ear is less than 90MW to prevent interferenceto the hearing aid on the other ear.
Ifit is assumed that minimum susceptibilityis in the direction of the transml●
tter
( i.e through the head) than this power may rise to 210mW. Since GSM hand portable’s
in power class 5 will be radiating 800MW,a hearing aid user will be unable to use such
a transceiverwhen not under power control.

mm

nmmtables.

Transportable transceivers will be in power class 2 end will hence radiate a
maximumpower of8W with an interferenceradius of 2.4m &omequation 1. ‘I%eoperator
of such a transceiver will obviously be within this radius and hence interferencewill be
perceivedby a he*g
~d -r whi~t a @ iSbetig made. It is Pmsible that the subject
could orientate himself with respect to the antenna to eliminate the interfkrencaand
make a call possible.
6.1.3) Mobiles.
An investigationM.9] has shown that a hearingaided driver of a vehicleis likely
to be able to use a GSM mobile transmitterprwided the antennais mountedin the centre
of a continuousmetallic roof. Other antennapositiom or a non-metallicsun-roofmaylead
to unacceptablyhigh field strength inside the vehicle.
62)

&dUtiOIML

It was noted during in&fbrence testing, that the 100% AM introduced by the
TDMA structure of GSM was the cause of the interkrence and that continuousGMSK
had no effect. The inter&rence &m the base site could therefbre be eliminatedby till
loading at all times i.e all time slots active all the time and constant amplitude
transmission.However this dramaticallyincreases CA fm the fbllowingreasons :
i) Continuous transms“ sion requires unused time slots to be active
.
ii) Discontinuoustransmission(DTX) at the BS would be impossibleleadingto a two fold
degradationin spectral efficiency since one way speech is interspersedwith roughly 50%
of silence.
iii) Adaptivepower control at the BS wouldbe impossiblesince this would be requiredon
individual-timeslots leading to amplitudemodulationof the carrier.
It should be noted that anything less than 100% loading WWresult in a similar
audio spectrumperceivedby the subject as havingonly one time slot active.This is to say
that the audio spectrum demodulated&om a one time slot active BS will be the same as
that from one with one time slot inactive.
The base site scenarios presentedin this documentare based on the resultsof the
interference studies at BTRL i.e one camier active. However,a GSM base site will have
8 carriers per cell when occupying 5MHz per operator and utilking a three cell repeat
pattarm.Since TDMA fkames on separate carriers will be synchronbed at the BS, the
broadband AM demodulation process may give rise to 8 times (9dB) increase in
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interference level when correspondingtime slots are active.
6=6)

Other interferences.

The two hearingaid users who took partin the originalsusceptibilitytesting were
given a questionnaireconcerning current levels of interibrence.
It was determinedthat one subjectusedhis hearingaid only once or twice a month
where the other used his for the mqjori~ of the working day. The times when the aids
would defitely be used were in the office, at meetings and during lecturw.
Both subjectsvery rarelypemeivedanyinterferenceto their aids with one recalling
only ever hearing a single burst lasting for several minutes. The second subject recalled
hearing bursts lasting a second or so very intkequentlyand identified the source as
fluorescent lights.
6.4)

Possible variabl~

The scope of this model is seen to be small and dominatedby assumptions.There
follows a list of variables that may significantlyaffect the conclusions drawn fkom the
model.
i)

The hearing aid user may switch the aid off for periods of the day when verbal
communicationis not essential.

ii)

Hearingaid users may identi& the sourceof the interferenceand learn to position
themselvesaway *
this source.

iii)

The scenarios only apply to Greater London.

iv)

There tends to be a naturalexclusionzone arounda person using a hand portable
transceiverwhich will reduce the area in which a hearing aided pedestrian may
be and hence reduce the probabilityof interference.

v)

Discontinuoustransmission at the MS will produce breaks in transmission will
change the way in which interferenceis perceived.
.

vi)

Not all trains will have a public pay phone and those that do will have the phone
located between carriages i.e where there are no passengers.

vii)

The hearing aided population will be biased towards retired people who do not
commuteinto the city.

viii)

Due to the nature of the calculation,the number of exposures to interfiince are
averagefigures.The standarddeviationaway tim this mean is likely to be large.

ix)

The ‘l&d portableon a train’ figuresmaybe si~cantly
reduced if the hearing
aid is not located in the centre of the train and if a significant attenuation of the
transmittedsignal is created by the crowdedenvironment.
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n

Concl uaions.

i)

The scenariospresentedin this documentsuggestthat the maximum incidence of

GSM interfbmncewill be 5om hand portableand transportabletransmv
“em Since
this appsuatusis carried by the public into areasof high populationconcentration.
ii)

There is also a significant probability of interferencefkom a public pay phone on
a commuter train.

iii)

It appears that a hearing aid user will be unable to use a GSM portable or
transportabletransca‘ver in any power class.

iv)

Itislikely
thatahearing
aiduger will beableto
usea vehicle mounted
transceiver provided the antenna is mountedin the centre of the mof

v)

Since it has been found that interferencemaybe perceivedinikaquentlytim other
sources, then it is GSM interference perceived daily that gives rise to the most
concern.

vi)

Of the four ‘day in the life of scenarios chosenthe daily commuter to La&n from
a rural area is most likely b experienceregularintarkrence with a daily exposure
fm the duration of a call (2mins) whilst on the train and a 9 second daily burst
whilst walking on the street even with the initial 10MHz allocation.
This rises to two daily exposures fa a cdl durationand four 8 semmddaily bursts
when the allocation reaches 25MHz.

vii)

The scenario of the London worker dwelling in the aty highlight a smaller
eXPOSIUW
to interference.-t
operatingwith a 10MHzallocation,three 3 second
bursts will be experiencedon the street eve~ day rising to seven dailyburstswith
system maturity.

viii)

The retired person is fhr more likely to be wearinga hearing aid but less likely to
be in the city. If spending a day shoppingin the sty, the exposureto intdbmnce
will be high during that day with a burst for a call duration during the train
journey and thwe 3 second bumtawhilst walkingbetweenshops. This rises to two
exposures for a call duration and seven 3 second bursts with system maturity.

ix)

Whilst in a vehicle in a motomvaytrafficjam moving at 5mph, a hearing aid user
will experience burataof interference lasting z seconds every 4 minutes.

x)

It caaba seen that givan the cument immunityof NHS hearing aids to 900MHz
GSM EMI, a person wearing such an aid and requiring to use it during the
working / traveling day will experience regular daily interference as the GSM
system maturee.

xi)

If the incidence of interference is deemed unacceptable, a greater hearing aid
immunity at 900MHzwill be required to reducethe incidence of GSMinterference,
since there appears to be no practical modificationto the GSM stmcture that will
achieve this.
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GSM -Hearing
aidinterference
modelling
parameters

MODELLINGP~
Intarfarwce levels causing
‘audibleslightly~9’
interference.

4v/m in mOdd

(5 to 8.5 V/m measured)
1

Attenuationproduced by wearer’s head: VP to ~ dB
GSM

Distancefzom G5M Transmitter

Power ~Vdm

o.8m to
1.3m to
1.6m to
2.4m to

2W
5R
8W
2oi?
—
Best

lo9m
3oom
3.8m
6.Om

T&at side
of head

8i&

of head

Note - Metallishg hearingaid case gave about
10dB reduction“inmwceptti~ty
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Scenario

sC81i?Ui0

Half GSM EPU88 used on a given journey

Assume :

Averagecalllast8Z dn
Passengers with
21?GsMEPu

mobabilitsr

of 2 *

id-f--

on a given- jouzney

4V/m

lZV/m .

1* ---

5%

0.5%

3%
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Annex C:

New digital transmission

technologies

- the EMC conundrum

IJEW DIGITAL TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGIES

1

- THE EMC CONUNDRUM

INTRODUCTION

The growth of our ‘cordless’ society has placed a premium on

personal mobility. In the telecommunications sector the
growth in the use of cordless telephones and cellular radios
has been spectacular. To provide for this growth, in an age
where frequency spectrum is similarly in demand, has required
the development of new technologies.
2

RADIO TECENOLOGXES

Recent developments in radio in Europe and worldwide have
selected
‘time division multiple access’ (TDMA) technologies
for assigning channels to individual radio users. The
traditional frequency division multip,le access (FD~)# mainlY
analogue, techniques are still used extensively but are slowly
being replaced by digital TDMA systems, which offer both

improved performance and spectral efficiency, particularly in
large ‘public systemsl.
3

WANTED

RP EMISSION

In a TDMA system the ‘channel’ used by an individual
represents one time slot from say 10, allocated to that user
normally at a sub-audio rate, for example, 200Hz.
The resultant effect is that a burst of RF is transmitted at

that sub-audio rate, in the example above the RF burst would
last for 5 msec and be repeated every 50 msec. The 5m-=
RF
burst would contain the transmitted information at a rate
rate to provide a continuous
10 times faster than the basic
transmission for the user.
The RF signal described above is amplitude modulated (AM), in
this case at 200Hz, this AM is in addition to the modulation
contained within the RF burst itself. Tests to date have
shown that many radicrand non-radio (particularly audio
products) are susceptible to an RF signal with these
characteristics.
..
The growth of cordless telephones and personal communications
equipment also means that the transmitter will be physically
much closer to potentially susceptible equipment.
4

EMC DIRECTIVE AND LEGISL74TIVE PROVISION

The Community’s EMC Directive requires that all
electrical/electronic

equipment

neither

emit

nor radiate

unwanted RF signals, and not be susceptible to other (wantedl
RF signals, ie legitimate radio transmissions.
are licensed in the UK by the
Legitimate radio transmissions
Radiocommunications Agency of DTI, under the ‘Wireless
Telegraphy’ Acts.
The licence provision includes the
frequency, form of modulation, permitted power level and
ETSI
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controls spurious and other parameters by only licensing
equipment approved to definitive standards of performance.
The EMC Directive will come into force on 1 January 1992; it
offers the power to control, from that date, equipment ‘placed
on the market’ and will require compliance with essential
immunity’ standards.
The pan-European digital cellular radio system - GSM - which
is also supported by a Community Directive, should become
operational at a similar date. The WT Act licence offers the
potential to control the power levels of GSM equipment.
s

2!EE

CONUNDRUM

The ‘generic’ immunity standard being set by CENELEC has been
currently agreed to be set at ‘3 volts per metre~
The immunity standard necessary to avoid interference from a
GSM equipment will need to be in the range ‘IO volts per
metre~ to ~20 volts per metrel if the current power levels of
GSM equipments are to be maintained. IIIt is, of course,
subject to the distance between the &M transmitter and the
target device being defined.
The obvious incompatibility and potential hazard to ‘safety
related’ or ‘pseudo-medical$ applications eg hearing aids,
provides the conundrum.
6

DISCUSSION

Scant regard, has in the past been paid to the design of
equipment with realistic immunity standards - particularly in
the domestic market. The EMC Directive provides the
legislative framework to correct this deficiency. The
‘generic’ immunity standard of ‘3 volts per metre’ has been
pitched at a level that most equipment designs already meet
and thus provides little or no real improvement. A more
realistic figure would be ‘1O volts per metre~.
The adoption of TDMA technology, with its inherent advantages
is more intrusive, in EMC terms, than previous FDMA
technologies. This is particularly true of ‘audio* equipments
such as”~a~
stereos, which have& high prd)ab~~~
at
being in close proximity to the new digital radio telephones.
It could.-be argued that the AM component of the TDMA
transmission is also Iunwantedl and hence covered by the EMC
Directive; this view is not shared by the spectrum managers,
where it seen as a legitimate and efficient transmission.
The spectrum manager has the option of defining the maximum
radiated power, to a level compatible with realistic immunity
standards.
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CONCLUSION

A compromise between ‘immunity’ standards for all radio and
non-radio equipments, coupled with a limitation of radiated
power from, particularly hand held TDMA transmitters, will be
essential to avoid unwanted EMC problems. The attached Annex
proposes a scenario for discussion purposes.

o J WHEATON

4.5.90
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ANNEx
EMC CONSIDERATIONS
1

Assumpt ions:
the minimal distance between a radio transmitter and
a target radio or non-radio equipment shall be
1 metre;
safety conscious and pseudo medical systems shall
have higher immunity standards than the ‘generic’
standard level.

2

Proposes that:
generic immunity standards for all equipment be set
at 10 volts per metre minimum:
sectorial immunity standards for body worn audio
equipments be set at 15 volts per metre minimum;
sectorial immunity standards for any ‘safety
conscious’ system be set at 25 volts per metre
t
minimum.

Transmitters using AM ox TDM,Atechnologies be limited in
3
radiated power to:
hand held devices - 1 watt peak power:
vehicle mounted equipment, where the antenna is at a
minimum height of 1.5m, located at least 0.75m from
the vehicle~s outline - 5 watt peak power.

.

“

EMCCONUN
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Annex D:

Potential GSM hazards on cardiac pacemakers

Source: CSELT (Italy)

Potential GSNI Hazards on Cardiac Pacemakers

1 = Pacemaker

Operation

Cardiac pacemakers
arc pulse generators
implanted
in subjects
suffering
hcan disease in order to stimulate artificially the beat of the heart.
1,
Demand types sense when the heart beat is abnormal
and
corrections. Most pacemakers in use arc of the demand type.

make

from

necessary

A simplified block diagram of a demand type pacemaker is shown in fig. 1. The
circuit and the power supply (a solid state battery) arc sealed in a titanium
the
package
to reduce
the rejection
phenomena
as weil as to improve
electromagnetic
shielding.
The

circuit

is implanted

in the

abdomen

of the

patient

while

the

pacing

lead

carncs the pulses directly to the hcmt.
The pacing lead is a catheter

introduced
through veins and has the double
function of exciting the cardiac activity and detecting the spontaneous
signals.
In fact when the detector reveals the natural heart beat (which is an electric
pulse with ● peak to peak ampIitudc near to 5 mV) turns off the pulse generator
(which give out ● peak to peak pulse of approximately
5 V). So acting the
reduces
unnecessary
the
power
pacemaker
consumption
and
avoids
stimulations.
There ●rc two different kinds of pacing leads: unipolar and bipolar,
bipolar leads arc less sensitive to the external interferences
but they are ICSS
sensitive to the cardiac signal too.
Single channel and multichannel dcviccs (i.e. with a stimulation irtrd dwecrim in
more than a single hcan point) arc available according to the patient needs. In a
large part of the pacemakers the physician can program the parameters of the
implanted
generator
(e.g. amplitude,
frequency,
sensitivity)
using
a radio
int crface cent rolled by a computer.
Moreover
the radio interface
allows the
physician to get the operating parameters of the stimulator using some !clcmctry
measurement functions built in into the device.

2

-

Since
may:

GSM

Interference

the pacing

a ) Introduce
heating:

lead

cuments

to Pacemakers

acts as an antenna.
from the

leads
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b ) Induce voltages in the lead that damage the pulse generatoc
c ) Induce voltages in the lead that the pacemaker confuses
heart signal and turn off the pulse generator. -

with

Additionally implantable pulse generators incorporate reed switches
used for controlling the battery charge and may be ●ctivated
magnetics fields.

the

intrinsic

which are
by strong

T& safety of implantablc pacemakers and their protection against EMI (E1ectro
Magnetic Interference) is the subject of the CENELEC European Standard 5600].
A draft amendment prepared by the Technical Committee 62 [1] suggests both the
and the measurement methods to which
maximum ratings of interference
pacemakers should comply.

Surely clauses a) and b) do not concern the GSM system because the power of a
direct radiation excited in the lead which can damage the hcan or the pulse
generator is very much higher than the power of the GSM fixed or mobile
equipments. Moreover the transmission frequencies of the GSM system arc so
high that the by-pass capacitor which protects the pacemaker input filtrates
enough the residua) components. For instance it has been verified that AM radio
broadcast transmissions using very high power.’ (kilowatts or megawatts) can
introduce a strong hazard.
instead. clause c) has needed some investigations because an interfering
with low frequency components approximating
the heart beat could
potential hazards even if their power is relatively low.

signal
cause

In caac of GSM signals, while the normal burst transmission has a repetition rate
of 216 Hz ●nd risks cannot ●rise (consider that a 50 Hz component is already
strongly filtered by the post-detector filter of the pacemaker detector input), the
particular case of DTX (Discontinuous Transmission) mode had to be carefully

investigated.
In fact DTX mode has signal components ●t frequencies much lower than in the
case of normal C3SM transmissions (see fig. 2): there is a sub-component with ●
repetition rate of ?.08 Hz, which corresponds to the transmission of the 8
timesiots of the SID (Silence Descriptor) message block frame and another
low frequency component rcprescntcd by the SACC14 repetition rate (8.33 Hz).
The amplitude ●nd duty cycle (one timcslot out of 26) of this component are much
lower than those of the previous one. Since electrical signals with ● periodicity
below
6-8 Hz inhibit the pulse generator while interfering signals
with ●

penodicity above 6-8 Hz will reven the paccmakcr operation into the so called
asynchronous
mode at the basic prugrtmmmk me,
it Waa” fW&Wtcaadimportance to identify possible danger thresholds,
In fact, if the power excited by these signals
enough,

the pulse

heart

failure.

3

Experimental

-

generator

could

in an active pacemaker were high
bc turned off and the person could have a

Tests

both with unipolar and bipolar
Compatibility
tests have been conducted
pacemakers manufactured by SORIN using the test set-up shown in fig. 3.
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An arbitrary waveform generator jointly with an RF generator simulated
900 MHz DTX transmission. The signal was amplified by a power amplifier.

the

Pacemakers were placed in a phantom, an imitali.on of the human body filled
with ● physiological solution (water and NaCl whose concentration corresponded
to a specific conductivity of 0.5 S/m al 20”C room lcmpcraturc) according to the
- standard values.
The phantom was a Plexiglas cylinder 1.7 m ta[l, with ● diameter of 0.3 m. The
pacing lead was placed in 8 loop similar to the one really done in the human
chest and his distance from the plexiglas wail was not larger than 1 cm. An
oscilloscope con-ted
to two steeJ plates plunged into the soiution was used to
detect the regular operation of the generators.
Experiments were conducted in a controlled (anechoic) environment with the
aim of measuring the field strength next to the phantom chest by an isotropic
detector atvoiding any unwanted component.
The measurement results show that no risk of hazards exists aminst
from GSM quiprncnt.

.Pacemakers

In fact it has been verified that it is necessary an electric field of ●t least b V/m
(corresponding to 8 W transmit peak power of- a GSM equipment at 0.S m
distance) for inhibiting an unipolar pacemaker when the device is leaved in the
air with the pacing lead loaded with a 500 ohm resistor simulating the tissue
interface.
On the other hand, when the device was put into the physiological solution, it was
not poasibie to inhibit his regular operation even with electric fields of 200 V/m
(corrcaponding to 208 W transmit peak power at 0.5 m distance).
For bipolar pacemakers the results are even more reassuring: with the
the opeu air the electrical field could inhibit the pub generator only
above 75 V/m (corresponding to ● transmit peak power of 28 W
distance). Obviously no inhibitions have been detected with the
plunged - into the solution. “

device in
if it was
at 0.5 m
Dacemaker

4 - Cmchasions
DTX transmissions of a GSM equipment produce waveforms which could inhibit
cardiac stimulators but formal experiments carried out with modern unipoIar and
bipolar pacemakers manufactured by SORIN have demonstrated that no real
hazard exists.
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Annex E:

Summary document

on GSM-TDMA

interference
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: 60
Support to R2/MTS2

July 1991

F Mellish, 1.Eng. MIEIE

Project Manager
Project Technicians

-.

Approved
I.Eng. FIEIE
L williams,
Head of Research and Development
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Comlmtms
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1. Summary of Requirement.
2. Summary of Findings.
3. Immunity

Data.
s,
3.1 Sources of Data
3.2 Normalisation of Data.
3.3 linalysisof Data.

4. Observations.
5. Conclusions.

..
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In the course of a meeting to disouss the potential interference
[1] problems associated with the introduction of GSM and other
transmission systems eqloying IZIMAtechniques, Mr Williams of
the Radio Technology Laboratory was tasked with producing a
summary document covering all of the work carried out to date.
The minutes of that meeting are reproduced in annex 5, it should
be noted that the chairman stated that the summary report should
aim to concern itself with the direct breakthrough problem only,
and ILQ&the TV image problem which may affect the UK only.
[z] Interference to TV, radio, audio and information technology
equipment, including personal stereo equipment and hearing aids.

.,

.
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2.1 Domestic
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.

Equipments

.

Television receivers and portable radios/cassette players etc.
proved to be the most susceptible domestic equipments with mean
immunities of 4.0 and 5.6V/mreepectively. _nua
recg$ er
~J
these ew~-ts
‘ould ‘nly suf~er
interference from a 20 W GSM mobile at distances
of less than
about 8 metres (worse case ass@n9
100* effici~cl’ -d free
space path loss).
~is means that in practice, due to building attenuation etc.,
interference will not occur unless the transmitter and victim
equipment are very close, and within the same room.

2.2 liearingAids.
●

Hearing aids also proved fairly’ susceptible, having a me=
ilmnunityof 4.1 v/m. Interference to hearing aids (and portable
cassette players etc.) outside the domestic environmentis likely
to prwe more problematic since the interfering GSM transmission
is unlikely to be under the control of the user of the victim
eguipment.
Work conducted by the RTL and Racal Research Ltd. suggests that
the ixnunity of small behind the ear hearing aids canbe improved
at reasonable cost (by -t
10 m) by applying conductive Paint
to the inside of the hearing aids plastic case. This would reduce
the interfering range of a 5 W portable GSM transceiver to about
0.5 metres which is considered acceptable.

2.3 Eighu

Frequenoy

Systems, DECT, DCS1800 etc.

ds ~rw~re

su~
This

regarding

the

Introduction

of

to
has

DBCT etc.
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Xnrmunity Data.

3.1 Sources of Data.
Reports from the following laboratories were analysed to produce
this summaq document;
Radio Technology Laboratory Reports KJ109, KJ132, SCJ132a,KJ181
Partl, XJ181 Part2.
British Telecom Research Laboratories Report RT4123
Netherlands Pm

icatie en post) Report
(hoofddirectieteleconnnun

Radio Frequency Investigations Report RFI\TR2\2294
3.2 Normalisation of Data.
The above laboratories presented their findings in a variety of
forms. Introducing this summary report it was necessary to unify
the various abstract results and findings, by calculation and
tv at w= .
extrapolation, to a corrunonform - ,=
t was on
CCIR grade 3.5 impairment was considered an appropriate limit of
acceptability for GSM interferencesince it falls halfway between
the impaiment that is considered acceptable, by the CCIR, for
continuous interference (CCIR grade 4), and that which is only
considered acceptable for a very small percentage of the time
(CCIR grade 3).
The approximate field intensities that would result in CCIR grade
3 or 4 impairments can be obtained by adding or subtracting 5 dB
audio impairment respectively (since a 1 dB change in the field
intensity results in approximately a 2 dB change in the audio
impairment (square law), multiplying or dividing the grade 3.5
field intensity by 1.33 will produce the approximate grade 3 and
4 field intensities respectively).
A description of the impairment associated with each of the
standard CCIR impairment grades is given in Annex 1.
3.3 Analysis of the IIata.
The original laboratories data and its conversion to field
intensity for grade 3.5 impairment is given in Annex 2.
The Mean and Standard Deviation of the extrapolated data is given
in Annex 3, and Summarised in Annex 4.
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Obaaz=atians

●

4.1 Earlier work at the RTL has shown that the magnitude of AM
or pulse [2] interference is related to the peak envelope power
of the transmission. i.e. A victim equipment demonstrating
immunity to 3 V/m (carrier) with lkHz, 80% emplitude modulation,
is
. also demonstrating immunity to S.4 V/m peak i.e. a TDMA
immunity of 5•4 Vlln. This is supported by the recent tests
conducted on hearing aids by RFI.
[2] 1:24< duty ~cl@

<24:1

4.2 The recent tests conducted by RFI shows that the majority of
the hearing aids tested (the smaller ones) were more susceptible
at 1900 MKz than at 900 MHz (the mean izxzunitywas 7 dB worse).
l’hisfinding has obvious inqlications regarding the introduction
of DECT etc., and is supported by some (limited) earlier work
conducted by the RTIJ (KJ132a).
4.3 Inteationallybhmkforreportwdimmminatedoutdle theAgi?rIcy.
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5. cmclus*oa8•
5.1 The extrapolated mean/median peak TDMA field intensities at
which various equipments would suffer visible/audible, but not
annoying interference (approximatelyCCIR grade 3.5) are listed
below.
Piold Intensity (V/=)
Typo of Xqupanent
4.1
Hearing Aids
4.0
Television Receivers
>13.9
Video Cassette Recorders
9.5
Satellite Television Receivers
>8.3
Tuners/amplifiers
>2.9
Cassette Decks
>13 9
CD Players
5.6
Portable Radios & Cassette Players etc.
>7.6
Telephones
>8.5
Computers
>13
5
Commters (HOMe/GameS)
>7.8
G&ral
Electrical/ElectronicEquipment.
●

●

From the above generalisation it can be seen that the most
susceptible equipments are hearing aids, television receive=t
cassette decks end portable radios/cassetteplayers etc. ~
~f
these ‘Ould only “Uffer
interference from a 20 W mobile at distances of less than about
8 metres (worse case assuming 100% efficiency and free space path
loss). This means that in practice, due to building attenuation
etc., interference will not occur unless the transmitter and
victim equipment are very close, and within the same room.
It can therefore be concluded that GSM interference is unlikely
to cause any serious problems to domestic equipment, being used
in a domestic environment. Interference to hearing aids and
portable cassette players etc. being used outside the domestic
environment is more likely. ~rlier work conductedby the RTL and
Racal Research Ltd. suggests that the immunity of small behind
the ear hearing aids canbe improved at reasonable cost (by about
10 dB) by applying conductive paint to the inside of the hearing
aids plastic case. This would reduce the interfering range of a
5 W portable GSM to about 0.5 metres which is considered
acceptable.
[41 Although it was requested that this sununaryreport should aim
poblemonlyr =&
to concern itself with the c!im!?ct_~
not the TV image problem which may affect the UK only,
following background information is included for completeness.
!The image (spurious) response of television receivers is
potentially quite problematic because, for some of the higher
Band V channels, this response falls within the bands allocated
to TACS and GSM. However, interference via this mechanism is no
worse for GSM (or other ‘IWA systa)
tit is for ~l~e
systems e.g. TACS. As no cases of TV image interference from TAC!S
have been recorded during several years of operation, major image
interference problems from GSM are not anticipated.
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5.2 The following pertinent information has been extracted from
RET’s test report RFI\TR2\2494;
5.2.1 h-iC
XZIUJUUity
S~.
The draft generic immunity standard (prm 50082-1)

requires the
BUT to be tested at 3 V/m fmm27 MEz to 500 MHz, but since there
is no requirement to modulate the field it is unlikely that any
hearing aid equipme=t would fail this test.

The final version will almost certainly require that two further
tests listed in the informative annex to be carried out:
field at a severity level of 3 V/m 80*
modulated with 1 kSiztone swept from 80 MHz to 1 GHz.

Electromagnetic

&itude

2. electromagnetic field
at a severity level of 3 V/m pulse
modulated with a 100 Hz square wave at a frequency of 1.89 GHz.
5.2.2 Field Strength Produced by Porteblo Transcdvers.
RFI have calculated
WfimhumQWwe
Wikluhe Qm,ezic a~
how closely the user of a piece of hearing aid eguipment may
approach a portable transceiver before the level of unwanted
and produced the following
interference becomes unacceptable,
table;
symtm
C!T2
GSM

Mlxthum Distance (m)

Puuer (w)
0.01
2.00
5.00
8.00
20.00
0.25

DX!T

0.1
M

2.8
4.5
0.5

RFI state that;
These figures only provide a rough guide as they make no
allowance for the type of modulation employed or for the
disturbance of the electromagnetic field caused by the person
using the hearing aid.
and that;
The values calculated above would suggest that users of hearing
aid equipment are likeIy to experience ~interferenoe
frcxBGSM.
mobiles in close proxiziityand that they will not be able to use
any of the above systems themselves.
.
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Interference to hearing aids by the new digital mobile telephone
system, Global System for Mobile (GSM) communications standard

.

Intarforoxxm to Moaring Aids
by tho now Digital Mobil. Telephone System,
Global systam for Mobil- (GSM
Communications Standard

Ken H. Joyner
Mike Wood
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY SECTION
TEI&COM RESEARCH LABORATORIES
,,

and
Eric Burwood
Derek Allison
Ross Le Strange
ENGINEERING SECTION
NATIONAL ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES

..

NATIONAL ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES
a Divisionof AUSTRALIAN
HEARINGSERVICES
SYDNEY, 30 March, 1993.

A

AA
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ABSTRACT

:‘

This report gives the details of some measurements on the
interference caused to hearing aids by mobile telephones using
the new “Global system for Mobilem (GSM) Communications
Standard.
The widespread use of this system may cause
considerable interference to users of hearing aids. It is not
known at present if hearing aids can be designed to be
completely immune from this interference. This report has been
written to alert all hearing aid users and those concerned with
the use of hearing aids to the possible disruption to the use
of hearing aids that may be caused by the new GSM system.

.

..
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Introduction

The new mobile telephone system, using the ‘Global System for
Mobile” (GSM) communications standard, is due for introduction in
It uses digital technology and operates at
April this year.
radio frequencies (RF) in the 900 MHZ region. The portable hand
held and transportable telephones are capable of interfering with
commonly used electronic equipment and can degrade the
performance or even prevent the operation of hearing aids.
Laboratories
Research
approached
by
Telecom
was
NAL
Electromagnetic Compatibility Section about the possibility of
checking if the system interferes with hearing aids. Telecom was
undertaking an investigation into interference caused by the
digital telephones. As a result NAL and Telecom staff undertook
a series of measurements designed to establish the nature and
extent of interference to hearing aids.
The following is a report of these measurements, together with
some recommendations.
2 A=knowlodgmeats
Dr. Ken Joyner, Head of the Electromagnetic Compatibility
Section, Telecom Research Laboratories, first approached NAL
through Mr. Eric Burwood and visited NAL on 18th and 19th
February, 1993 when it was established that interference may be a
problem. Subsequently, measurements were carried out on 4th and
5th March 1993 to quantify the extent of the interference likely
to be experienced by hearing aid users. Dr. Joyner and Mike Wood
of Telecom Research Laboratories Electromagnetic Compatibility
Section set up the equipment to generate the radio frequency
field to simulate the telephone emissions and also provided
Tables 3 and 4 of field strengths emitted by the GSM mobile
19essrs. Eric Burwood, Derek Allison and Ross La
telephones.
Strange of National Acoustic Laboratories carried out the hearing
aid measurements.
.
Nature of Transmission from GSX Mobile Telephones
spectrum available for
radio
the
system the
For
GSM
mobile-to-base (i.-e.mobile telephone) transmission is between
890 and 915 MHz, and for base-to-mobile it is 935 to 960 MHz.
The modulation produces 0.6 MS bursts of RF energy from each
A number of
telephone transmitter at a pulse rate of 217 Hz.
peak power leveIs and equipms-configuzvrtlm
are available fox
GSM mobile telephones for use within Australia. These include a
2 watt hand held unit and an 8 watt transportable unit. When due
account is taken of the pulsed nature of the transmissions, the
corresponding average power levels are 0.25 watt and 1 watt
respective y.
The peak RF field strengths close to the antenna of the mobile
telephone can be quite high. At 10 cm from an SW transportable
unit a peak RF field of 70-80 V/m has been measured.
The GSM system is a pulsed system with a higher peak power than
the present analog mobile telephone system. This makes the G!W
3
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system much more likely to cause interference into electronic
equipment which is apparently not affected by analog RF fields.
Obviously the potential for interference depends on the number of
GSM mobile telephones in use in the community and this is
unlikely to be very high in the next few years.
4 Xnterfarenoe to Xearing Aid*
Interference to a hearing aid is considerable, the amount
depending on the details of its design. Considerable concern is
felt by the European Hearing Instrument Manufacturers Association
as the new system is being implemented in all European countries.
The Australian Telecommunications Authority, Austel is embarking
technologies for the delivery
on an investigation into Nmerging
of wireless personal communications.
The interference from one transmitter is heard in the hearing aid
as a constant, distinctive buzzing sound while the telephone is
transmitting nearby. Figure 1 shows a typical frequency spectrum
of the output of a hearing aid with interference, which occurs
across the useable range from 200 to over 5000 Hz.
Hearing aids from all manufacturers will
be similarly prone to
.,
this interference.
5

Description of Measurements - Sensitivity of the Hearing Aids
to the Interfering RF signal
To measure how the effect of the interference varies
a ~:
with the peak RF field strength, so that useful predictions
could be made about the effect on hearing aids in proximity
to these telephone transmitters. This was done by:i Measuring the output of the aids subjected to varying RF
field strengths, and
ii Subjectively comparing the interfering output with a sound
of known intensity.
bMWM:”
i
The hearing aids were placed in a known variable RF field
generated by the system provided by Telecom shown in
The sound output of the hearing aid was
Figure 2.
measured in a 2 cc coupler with a B&K 2120 FreWencY
Analyser set for wide band with a 100 Hz high pass filter
~t
lQW f=w=JcY
-ient
noise J ‘efer
‘o
~w=
●

The noise floor of each aid was measured with the
The hearing aid
mic~ophone blocked to ambient noise.
output was then measured under a suitable range of field
strengths, including that which produced an output 10 dB
above-the noise floor.
.
:
c Frecaut-xifi
i The measuring microphone and acoustic 2 cc coupler are
large metallic objects which alter the field strength
around the hearing aids.
In order to obtain reasonably
ii
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accurate field strength at the aid, the 2 cc coupler and
microphone were moved away from the vicinity of the aid.
A 460 mm length of 2 mm diameter Tygon tubing was
This
necessary tO COUple the iIid6 to the 2CC COUpler.
changed the acoustic frequency response of the aid, an
This change of
example of which is shown in Figure 4.
response does not invalidate the measurements for the
purpose of this investigation, since the bandwidth was not
reduced significantly. The peak RF field strengths were
measured using the apparatus shown in Figure 2.
The
output of the generator was varied with its attenuator in
order to adjust the RF field incident on the hearing aid
under test.
ii On rotating the aids in the RF field the received
interference changed. However, for the purpose of this
investigation, it was decided that the orientation which
produced the most interference in the majority of aids
would be used, since time was insufficient for a more
that
unlikely
extensive
exploration
and
it
is
significantly more useful information would have been
obtained.
iii
The frequency response of ,each aid was graphed with
normal acoustic termination and also with the extra
tubing using a NAL 8500 system whose calibration was
checked with a B&X calibrator. This shows that the
aids were operating correctly.
d ~:
i The outputs of each aid was recorded with and without
interference for subsequent subjective evaluation.
ii Recordings were made of the output of some of the hearing
aids with test speech passages of known average SPL with
and without interference to ascertain what may be deemed a
suitable threshold for characterizing the effect of
interference. It was confirmed that a useful ‘annoyance”
threshold.is the RF field strength that causes an output
10 dB above the noise floor of the hearing aid, i.e. the
output without interference and when the microphone was
Increasing levels of
blocked to
ambient sound.
interference rapidly increases the level of discomfort~
e.g. when the interference was increased to 20 dB above
the noise floor, the effect became unacceptable, even
though the accompanying speech was still intelligible.
iii
It is intended to prepare-a cassette tape recording
with samples of a hearing aid output with and without
,..
interference to speech.
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Int@rprct8tioa of tho R@8Ult8
Table 1 shows the threshold values
a ~’
Interference
obtained with the hearing aids issued by AHS.
when the telecoil is used is slightly different to that with
the microphone.
Table 2 gives an approximate
b ~’
indication of the relative distances at which the 20 dB
threshold is reached from a 2 watt GSM hand-held mobile
telephone, and from an 8 watt GSM Transportable mobile
These are estimated from the hearing aid
telephone.
thresholds in Table 1, and by extrapolating from the peak RF
field strength measurements over grass in Tables 3 and 4. AS
indicated in Tables 3 and 4, significant variations occur in
field strengt~
depnding
on the ~ediate
enviro~ent~
however the estimated values rank the aids correctly and give
a realistic indication of the range where interference will
occur.
dit&ns under W1’Q~uterf~e
Occurs.
c
i The telephones interfere with all the hearing aids tested.
A user of one of these hearing aids will not be able to
use these telephones, and a hearing aid will often become
useless or cause the wearer discomfort close to a
This situation is
telephone when it is being used.
representative of currently available hearing aids.
It
will be noticed that the 1T312 has the least interference.
m explanation is given below.
ii Behind-the-Ear hearing aids experience more interference
than In-the-Ear aids.
Hearing aids such as the VHX are likely to be unusable
iii
even several metres away from either the hand-held or
the transportable telephones.

6

●

7

●

Interfering Meehamism
a From the expWimental work we can say that the interference
occurs at the most sensitive part of the hearing aid
amplifier, where the RF field induces signals in the wires
connected to the microphone or the telecoil and detected
W *e
(rectified) by the transistor input, and possibly
output of the microphone which has a simple buffer amplifier.
This mechanism applies in high gain audio amplifiers such a
those used in public address sptsm?s that are eubject te AU
These are normally
radio and television transmissions.
shielded from this interference and the input shorted by a
small capacitor to eliminate the problem.
b The higher peak pulses of RF power radiated and the close
proximity to the hearing aids where they will normally be
used, combine to make this interference more severe than the
above cases.
c Sometimes a small capacitor is used shunting the amplifier
input to prevent RF signals being detected and heard by the
wearer. The Calaid Sonata has a small capacitor, but is not
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close to either the amplifier chip or the microphone. The
Serenade, VLK and VMK/MK do not.
This explains the lower
threshold RF field strengths of the V aids. The new XT312
has much shorter microphone leads than the previous ITE
hearing aids Sonata and Serenade, since the microphone is
solidly mounted next to the amplifier board.
The lower
sensitivity to interference is consistent with the above
mechanism.

Filtering: The shunt capacitor is a simple filter. It
should be placed physically very near the amplifier
It may
integrated circuit chip with very short wires.
also be necessary to place one across the microphone
output at the microphone. The capacitors are restricted
by their affect on the circuit operation as well as taking
up valuable space. By using a small ferrite inductor in
series with the microphone leads in conjunction with the
it may be possible to eliminate
shunt capacitor
,$
interference.
ii Shielding: Complete shielding of the whole hearing aid
with a conductive sheath will eliminate the interference,
but is likely to be impractical. Suitable methods include
thin metallic coating on the inside of the case parts,
impregnation of the plastic with fine conducting particles
It may reduce the
and using a Wmetallicn paint.
sensitivity of a telecoil if fitted. It is likely to be
impossible to completely shield the aid, and connecting
leads for audio input and induction pickup coil (telecoil)
that are not shielded would present problems.
Feasibility: It is not known now if these or other
iii
remedies will work and to what extent they may work.
iv Restricting the use of the new GSM mobile telephones will
prevent interference, but would probably make the GSM
system useless.
Changes to the large number of
b ~:
existing hearing aids has the following problems:
i It may be logistically difficult, if not impractical.
ii Feasible. -ications
are likeU!
to
be
of minimal
effectiveness because of the difficulty in app~ying
effective remedial treatments to an existing product.
iii .’Modifications to existing aids may be very expensive.
c
: If effective means to prevent interference
are developed, they could be designed into new hearing aids.
i

9 conclusion
a It is likely that hearing aid users will be inconvenienced to
very
some
extent
soon
after the new telephones are
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introduced.
Widespread use of the new GSM mobile telephones may make
existing hearing aids useless for much of the time.
Unless there is a realistic design remedy, new hearing aids
will be affected, but possibly to a lesser extent, since
partial remedies seem to be possible.
Co-operative work to investigate effective design solutions
is necessary, to establish if they can be developed.
Monitoring the uptake of the GSM service and reports of
interference to hearing aid users to gauge the extent of the
problem in the short term and in the longer term undertake a
co-operative programme to find practical and cost effective
solutions.

10 Rocommeadatioa
a Make this problem known through:
i Austel,
ii Hearing Aid user Groups,
Hearing Aid manufacturers, ‘“
iii
iv Relevant government departments,
b Initiate co-operative work to look for a suitable design
solution,
c Keep the above mentioned bodies informed about the extent of
the GSM system and inform GSM mobile telephone users about
the interference that may be caused to hearing aid users.
12 Reforona**
a Buropean Hearing
Instrument Manufacturers Association,
‘Implications of GSM for the hearing handicapped”, Bosstraat
135, B1780 Wemmel, Belgium, Tel 32-2-460 2284, Fat. 32-2-460
.
42449.
b AUSTEL, ‘Dispassion Paper: Wireless Personal Communication
Semricesm, Mobile Equipment Standards Section, AUSTEL, P.O.
Box 7443, St Kilda Road, Melbourne. Victoria, 3004
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Threshold Distawos for BIotiuoab18Inttrforenco to
Soaring Aids (Calculated from measured aid sensitivity
and approximate field strengths near the telephones)
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M@asurod Field 8trongttw Blou 6sM 8 Watt Tr8asportable
Mobil. Tol@phoaa, (Source TelecoxnResearch
Laboratories personal communication)
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I@asur.d ?i.ld Strmigths M.sr GSlf 2 Watt Hamd-R.ld
Xobila Talophona, (Saurce Telecom Research

4

Laboratories personal communication)
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Annex G:
Studies on interference from GSM terminals to the fixed
network telephone equipment
This annex includes four studies on the interference from GSM terminals to the fixed network telephone equipment.
The studies are made by BTL, France Telecom, CSELT/SIP and Televerkets Forskningsinstitutt.
See attached PDF file.
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Wephonee in France

f.lmmduc?ion
Mobile GSM PO**
terminals have been identified in France as primwy SOU_
of
devime
and
video
displays.
mterferenoe to fbd telepho-,
elao&o ~
telephones al
As these wmat firat,subjecdvamults, bating of W immunityof Vdous M
dose distmme of ● pmgmmmable GSA pwtabie equipment was undwtaken.

A oommerciislly●miletie GSM urdtwas used fortheee teets,with ● apadlk test SIM card.
mls-m-mm~t
ia~mtimm~~daa~,ti
frequency (channel),the peak powr and the aequance as well as many other parameters.

p

Performsnoe orite~

A vefy impoftant point ~ming

the immunityd the telephone is the pXfOmUtn= @tefia.
For fixed telephones or aoouSM~,
themain pelfonnanoe cdte*ktif-tim
noise should be fm’tenadto, oaueed by the GSM TDMA pulses (217 Hz ●nd harmonbs)
of the
occuring by ●udb mctMoa@n in the IC ●mpillfars,or non linear dmuits
electroacmmtic4 devices.
“ signal should not be sent in
In sddition, for fixad telaphohes or PABXs, the audio recMcaM
dff’Fef8fW mOde along the tatephone tine. It means that the cxmespondent shoutdnot tieten
-to the demodulated signals occunng by the pmsanoe of GSM unit dose to the telephone at
the other end.
TwQcriteria wedafinedi nFmnsf
orthe tek@meemcaming
their immunity to the
radiated or oonductad interference.
R~, ~RF_titi
~~tiatittiphm
finetia~kvd
higher than -50 dBm in the ●udii transmission band , on ● 600 Ohms ~tde@mne
line vuttha differential
mode.
Second, no nois+higher than 50 dBa weighted, should be listened m the earphone or in the
audiimnsducers
These pammeters camcterize the performance criteria in the presenoe of RF W-m
and provide a generally accepted mpresentadon of the ef!ect of good performance.Of
murse, no intem@on of call, neither bee of stored numbers in memory should ooeur
The appendix shw the test deadptbn and detailed resultson these immunitytests.
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A oonbibutionon thie eubjeot oonoeming ● epedllo EMC standard of tetephone and PAM
equipm- should be 8entto CENELEC.
ltisconeiderad thatintatfamoafm mGSM
tarminale
tofbcedMephoneeand
PA6X isan
iseue fhrough the European oommunity, aven lf body worn ●udii and heafth eleotmnic
equipment *s major ●nd muohmom important i8eue.
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In otder to evaluate the immunity of eleob’oniotelephones to the emission of GSM terminals,
two types of experiments ware oarriedout
First, a subjective t8$t in 8 aacret8fy -,
the ~
is a formal immunity teat in a sem~
aneohoic room.

I.1.SubieotNe ~
●

h an ordnary secretsIY oflioe, many differentfixed telephones were ins@led .
We asked to Va*US people prasant them to call with these Wephone$. An openstorusing a
GSMportabk 8W_PSak~-a
~titi-mti.
Assoonasthe fhtpheaa of GSM~~-f@d,
8Utheteiephone$ WlWin~fi=
were mom or less hightyd~rbad by the presence of the GSM emission by w~rimP@ng
a noise on the telephone ●udm bend.
Fortie~@
Wowmti~rti
tiGSM~,
W*wsti-mM(l
m
tY@osflY)and-*
PS@O IJV@m
ferthef, ths oommun-n
was made pos@b@.
,*

Typically, at a diatanoe higher of 5 meters, the communidkm
the uther telephones.
l.nnl

with the GSM dd not d~urb

munlhr ~

~e-m
GSMtetiti
-tibamtia~
meters some fixed telephone terminals wem *

F~~a&tiadtin=
ofl
up with ● test fbdwu in order to evaluate the

demodulated ●udo noise prwided by wdio n!dbabo.nMti~@toneandonthe

telephone line.

To avoid ●ny coupling with the fiatd strength , the maasumnent
the semi-aneohok room.
field strength w

~.

equipment

monbrad to make a oormlation between~tleld strength and the demwhbted output.
The

vvaa put outside

~r,

the

3$ .RESUL~

The limits are -50 dBrnopJ600 Ohms of clemodulatad level along the line differential mode
(DM),and typically 50 dBA on acoustic Ievd at the earphone
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Source: CSELT / SIP

EMC considerations for fixed telephones

1

●

in Italy

Introduction

some SMG2 documents have been produced up to now on the
potential disturbances of GSM transmitters on fixed telephones in UK (SMG2
Tdoc. 52/93), in France (SMG2 Tdoc. 89/93) and in Norway (SMG2
Tdoc. 100/93).
This document adds some information to the problem, by discussing
the results of some tests pedormed in Italy using a set of fixed telephones
interfered by GSM emissions at different power. ~,

2-

Measurement proceduro

The immunity of fixed telephones to the interference of GSM
emissions was measured in two different environments: a Gtiz-TEM cell and a
properiy equipped flat roof.
2.7- Generation of the GSM intedenmce
Most experiments were carried out using an interfering signal
produced by a transportable GSM mobile equipment communicating with a
base station at a constant power level (since the power control function of the
GSM was not active during the test). A portion of the GSM signal was split by a
20 dB directional coupler and sent to the radiating antenna through an RF power
amplifier. The signal power level at the antenna was regulated by a variable
attenuator and checked by means of a peak power meter.
Other experiments were also performed by emulating the GSM
emission through a sine-wave (gmmmtedby mearra of a-fr~
SYWU@S@
modulated by pulses (produced by an arbitrary waveform generator). Two
modulating signals were considered: a pulse reproducing the GSM frame
(repetition ~ate equal to 216.6 Hz, duty cycle of 1/8, guard time equivalent to that
of GSM bursts) and a 200 Hz square wave with a duty cycle of 50940.
2.2- Performance criteria for the immunity tests
The following parameters were used in order to evaluate the immunity
of the fixed telephone to radiated or conducted interferences.
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.

vel of tht? ae~
(expressed in dB-SPL,
weighted with the A curve) listened by an artificial ear
coupled with the handset. Even if no limits are currently
specified, on the basis of laboratory experience, a level of
60 dB-SPL can be considered clearly audible, while a
level of 70 dB-SPL gives trouble to the conversation.

2.3- Test setup
Formal tests were carried out in a GHz-TEM cell using the block
diagram shown in fig. 1; the devices under test were interfered by a verticaliypolarised plane-wave produced by a radiating element fed by the GSM test signal.
The acoustic disturbance was measured by an audio analyser connected to an
artificial ear, while the noise rejected along.,;the line was measured by a
psophometer.
A preliminary calibration of the electrical field strength was
pdormed by using a continuous wave signal, whose equivalence with the level of
by means of a peak power meter.
the GSM stimulus was established
Measurement have been performed for electrical field strength of 3, 6, 10 and
15 V/m.
The correspondence between, the electrical field measured in the GHz-TEM
cell and the power transmitted by a GSM mobile was verified separately on a
propefiy equipped flat roof covered with a metal plating and supplied with panels
of absorbing mat#rial, which attenuate the scattering from other directions. It has
been verified -I
the #ectricat field values measured at one meter distance from
the calibrated dipple had a good correspondence with the expected values of the

.trarmr@ttad power (-6 V/m for 0.8 W, -10 V/m for 2 W, -16 V/m for 5 W and
-20 V/m for 8 W). The equipped flat roof was also used for informal tests: the devices under
test were placed on a ~wooden and plastic support. Some experiments were
carried out with the same stimuli as those used in the GHz-TEM cell, transmitted by
a calibrated electric dipole mounted on a tripod. Other informal experiments were
performed by a man bringing the active GS.M transmitters (hand held and
portable) directly near the device under test. Ttw disturbances or’r ttNJ fixed
telephones were measured in the same way as in the GHz-TEM cell case.
..-

3-

Test results

A certain number of telephones commonly used in the Italian public
network were tested both using the GHz-TEM cell and the equipped flat roof.
As far as the GHz-TEM
cell is concerned, figs. 2 and 3 show
respectively the noise rejected along the line and the level of the acoustic
disturbance

vs. the electrical field strength of the GSM interferer. Telephones.

labelled as T1, T2, T6, 17 are samples produced by different manufacturers of a
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very common model in Italy. The wide spread between the cumes (more than
10 d8) can be justified by the different ‘sensitivity of the electronic devices put on
the circuit boards of the telephones, by a slightly different arrangement of the
device under test and of its wires and by the unceflainty of the measuring
equipment. The shape of the telephone labelled as T3 looks like that of the
previous ones, but its circuits are shielded by a metallic box, making it suitable
for strong electromagnetic inteflerence environments. lts immunity (rejected
noise lower than -50 dBmop and acoustic level of the order of 50 dB-SPL) is

higher than that of the previous models. An immunity of the same oder of
magnitude

was

also achieved by a rugged and compact model (Iabelled T5)

without any pecu~ar shielding. The lowest immunity to the radiation was instead
obtained by the modelkbelled T4. which uses”more sophisticated electronics
for the automatic answering function.
tt is worthwhile noting that the sensitivity to the GSM intefierence was
caused in all cases by the electronic circuitv of the fixed telephones: in fact the
tests performed on an oid electro=mechanicd analoguetelephone did not detect
any kind of disturbance, even with very high intefieflng transmitted power (up to

20 w).
The immunity of two selected telephones (Tl and 13) to the GSM
interference was also compared with the irnmuni’ty to different stimuli (GSM-lik8
emulated signal and sine-wave modulated. by a 200 Hz square-wave). Thd
resutts of the comparison are shown in figs. 4 and 5 respectively for the noise
rejected along the line and the level of the. acoustic disturbance. Note that the
spread between the curves is narrow, even if the true-GSM case resutts slightly
worse.
For the same selected telephones, figs. 6 and 7 compare the immunity
parameters (noise rejected along the line and level of the acoustic disturbance)
measured in the GJ=fzoTEMcell with those measured on the roof. The levels of
the electric field measured in the GHz-TEM cell have been translated to power
values in order to use the same scales for the two environments. The
measurements on the roof have Ken performed with the dipole vertically and
horizontally polarised and with the telephone kept vertical and horizontal, 1 m
far from the dipole. The spread between the curves is wide (more than 10 dB),
showing that the position of the interferer is crucial. The closest results between
the two environments have been obtained when using the same physical
conditions (telephone put in horizontal position and radiating antenna with
vefticaf polarisation), while the worst results have been detected when putting
ver?icaL posithn and using a radiating. antenna with horizontal
the telepkmin
polarisation,

which, on. the other hand, .is a very unuSual arrangement.

‘

4 = Conclusions
From the performed measurements, it fesutts that the disturbances on
the fixed telephones. are due to the impulse shape of the TDMA GSM
transmission processed by the electronic circuitry of such telephones. Therefore,
only the old electro-mechanical analogue telephones are immune from the GSM
interference, while all the other current equipment is susceptible to close
distance GSM emissions, showing a strong dependence from the power of such
an emission.
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Simple and reliable measurements done with pulsed sine-waves give
immunity results quite similar to the true=GSM case. This measurement
technique can therefore be proposed as an effective alternative for the immunity
tests of the telephones when only low cost, general purpose instrumentation is
available (for instance for telephone manufacturers).
Out of the tested fixed telephones, just an RF-shielded model and
another with a very compact structure resulted complying with immunity
requirements up to 6 V/m GSM field strength (that is 0.8 W GSM emission at
1 m distance), while some models did not even comply with 3 V/m (i.e. 0.8 W

GSM emission at 2 m distance).

The recent decisions made in SMG#7 to leave just the two lowest
classes for GSM hand-held units (0.8 W and 2 W) and to assign the remaining
two classes (5 W and 8 W) to the Vehiclelpoftable mobiles are then also
suppofled

by the above

considerations.
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Fig. 4 Rejected noise along the line for two s&mples of telephones in the Gtiz-TEM cell
with the GSM signal (straight line), the GSM pulse simulation and the 200 Hz
square wave pulse modulation (dotted lines).
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1 Introduction
TDh& Tmc Division Multiple Access, is becoming widely used in modem digital radio,
particularly
formobile
communication.
Inthis
way thecarrier
canbcshared
by a nurnbcr
ofusers.
inGSM, thenew digital
mobile
communkation
developed
byETSI,a 900MHz
carrier
isdivkkdinto8 slots
for8 different
mobile
users.
Eachtimcslot
is0.5428
ms with
a repetition
frequency
of217Hz.Intheremaining
OFF condition
whenthe7 other
users
arconair,
the900MHz carrier
istobcbelow70 dB rcfcrrcd
totheON condition.
‘

From an intcrbencc point ofview,
this
isanamplitude
modulation
whichhasthepossibilitytocrcatc
a lotofintcrfcrencc
inother
elccaunic
&viccs.
Analogmobile
communication
suchasNMT andTACS hasa ccmstant
RF envelope
withnamowbandfrequency
xnodulation
andother
electronic
devices
am notsensitive
tothe=RF signals

Serious interferenceis mainlydue to rapid changes in the envelope of the high frquency
interferer and therefore all kinds of amplitude modulation of a potential interferer will in-

cmasc the risk for i,ncompatibilkybetween systems using radio communicatkm andother

IT-quipment.
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2 TDMA, Demodulated fkequency spect~m
TheRF spectrum
fromonemobile
maybe like
fig1below.
Thish theRF burst
froma
GSM mobile
inthe900MHz frequency
band.

A—

—

~

to

~

-t

T

to-o.577 ma
Td.615 ma
Figur2.1: T13MA StiCtUre
forGSM

The amplitude of the ficquency spectrum is now given by

(2.1)

The relative spectmm is shown in annex 1. As can be seen, there is a component foreach
217Hz and the spectrum has zeroes given by T/to
times
thepulse repetition frequency.
In the same way wc can calculate the TDMA spectrum for the DECI’ system. Here the RF
pulse duration is 0.4167 ms with a pulse repetition fkquency of 100 HZ This relative frequency spectrum is given in annex 2. This TDMA structure @es a component fm each 1~
Hz with zeroes for each T/to ( - 24) times 100 Hz.
Thespechumfromthis
TDMA structure
ghwsmostofthedemodulated
energyintheaudiofrequency band. Thercfom there is a great risk that suchTDMA signals give audible interference in electronic
devices
intended
foraudio
output
suchas hearhg aids and ordiiary
PSTN telephone set.
Xnthis
report
we will
giveresults
frommeasurements
on~

ETSI

approved
analog
PSTN sets.
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3 Measurement set-up, method of measurement
For the time being there is no existing requirement for immunity of analog telephone sets.
Therefore there is no standardized
measurement
act-up
md method of measurements.
In the frequency band we am talking aboug 1 G& and above, the generation
oftheRFfield
andbow thefield
iscoupled
tothevictim’s
electronic
circuit
isofgreatest
importance
totheintctfenmce
resul~
Oursuggestion is thatthe measurement should be as “real life”
as possible and therefore much effort is given to assm a reproducoableand maiistic immunity test W~ch gives as exact as possible the intexforcncelevel the user can, in the worst
case, be exposed to.
Amex 3 gives the ove!viewof the instrument
set-up
ina semi-anechoic
chamber.
tiring
themeasurement
we reslbed
theveryimportance
ofpositioning
thetelephone
setandthe
transmit
antenna
Thetelephone
setwasplaced
cm a turntable for rotation 0-360 dgr and
the antenna
wasrotated
inthehorizontal
andvertical
position
intheheight
from0.95to
2.20m
The highest interference level occuncd at an exact position of both the telephone and the
antema indicating that the RIVield was coupled to the PCB of the telephone and not induced via telephone line or handset oable. In an ordinary desk telephone where the FCB is horizontal the intetfercncc level was muchhigherfor horizontalpolarizedfield thanfor vertical, althoughthe telephone line and the handset cable were vertical as shown on the set-up.
Now the antenna in a mobiie system is fomeen to be vertical, but when using a handheld
mobile seLthe angle to the vertical is about 65 degrees and in practice ~e angle can be in
the whole range fi’omOto 90 degrees. Forcarmounted
antennag
theangle
should
benearlyO degrees
tothevertical,
but even here the antenna maybe more horizmtsl because of
the convenient capacitive coupled window antenna When using acme piece telephone S04
the angle can of course be the same for the fixed and the mobile telephone.
‘l’hemeastmments are taken at a distance of 3 m from the intetiercr antenna to the telephone. In this frequency band the far field distance is less than 0.25 ~ so y6u can easily
calculate
theinterference
level
foranydistance
ofinterest.
The interference level was messumd both at receive and transmit side of the fixed telephone. On the receive side, the interference
was we@ed withA-fiker and on transmitside

the psophometer
fflter
wasuse&
Due to the high electric ficla andproblem of fdtcring to the anechoic chamber, we had to
usc a passive acoustic coupler with tight coupling. This tight coupling had of course snmc
influence of the f~uency response of the handse~ but when using the A-falter the influence was tninitnizd A typical frequency msponsc is given in annex 4 ftx tdephone set no 8.
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4 Measurements resuh

for GSM-TDMA structure

TIM immunity mcasurcmcnts have been taken for 12 scpexatctelephcmesets,8 ordinary
desk telephonesand 4 one piece, hsndhelz telephme sets.They are all type approvedfor

use in the fixed telephone network in Norway.
When measuring interference noise at the receive side of the telephone. we used 1000 HZ
with -10 dBm ffom the fixed side as reference. me noise was then weighted with A-filter
and the S/N ratio was calculated The noise measurement at the transmit side was absolute
value, weighted with psophometric fitcr. The results are shown in annex 5 for receive and
6 for transrnk As can be seen them is a quadratic function from RF-power to noise power.
When increasing the RF-power by 3 dB, the noise increases by 6 dB. ‘Ilte high transmit noise level for telephone no 4 with low interferencepower is due to high intend noise.
Below 8 watts
GSM powertheinternal
noise is dominantin this telephone.
If we use 0.8 W RF-power on 3 m distance, the S/N for the reccivcr for the most immune
telephone set is about 60 dB and down to 7.7dB for the most sensitive one. This extmrne
difference is hard to explain, but this is the consequence of the lack of requirements for
field immunity. On the ~smit side the same function can be seen, but there arc differences in intcrfercncc noise tim reccivc to transmit side. If we mfcr to the same RF-power
the most immune telephone has a noise level of -71 dBmp and the most sensitive one a noise level of-21.8 dBmp.
From the measurednoise values
forthereceive
side
m annex5 we can calculate the graph
where the S/N ratio is given as a functicm of distance from the interferer. Annex )4 and 15
give the signalhoise with 0.8 W handheld and 10 W car-mounted GSM-telephone.NOW
we can divide the telephone sets into three groups Set no 1, 2, 8 and 12 am the most sensitive, 5 and 7 arc in the middle group, whiie the most immune ate sets no 3,4,6, 9, 10 and
11.
If we accept 40 dB S/N as a minimum quality level and the interferer is a 10W GSM telephone 10 m away from the fixed telephone, 6 of the 12 telephone sets must be rejected.
They all have too high interference noise and for telephone set no 2 the car must be more
than 70 m away to satisfy the fixed telephone user. However, we cannot draw the conchJsion that eve~ user of telephone no 2 is disturbed by the GSM telephone 70 m away, this
is a worst case situation, but this exemise gives us an idea of the problem and indicates
that sooner a later this poblem will ark
In these measurements we have always used RF-power as reference, but when talking im-

munity, field st’sengthis the most Commofdyused.critmi& If we look at the instrument setup in annex 3 where we have a halfwave dipole 0.95-22 m above perfect reflecting
ground and an RF-power of 0.8 W 900 MHz we come up with 3.9 V/m for horizontal polarized field and 3.7 V/m for vertical field. This calculation is based on far field quation and
with maximizing
theheight of the transmitter antcnrm
If we have a quality standatrl of 40 ciBSiN un ihe receive tide, from the graph of annex 5
wc can calculate the immunity for each of the 12 telephonesets The best telcphcmehas an
immunity
of 123 V/m and the most sensitive can only withstand 0.6 V/n ‘I%is26 dB vsriation in immunity brings dramatic consequences in quality perfmmances.
As mentioned earlier, lhc TDMA fkequencyspccaum has most of its energy in the audio
frequency band. In annex 7 to 10 there are examples of frequency plot on the rcceivc side
for telephone no 2,3,5 and 8. For reference the 1000 Hz / -10 dBm tone is also plotted on
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thesamediagram,
By comparing
this
messud spectrum
withthat
ofthecalculated
oncin
chapter
2,a great
conformity
h found.
Inthelowest
frequency band you have lower interference wduesduetotheclectrichwousticfrequency resp(mse of the telephone and the A-filter.

4.1 Consequences

for PSTN user in three different interference

environ-

ments
Theinterference
frommobile
transmitters
using
I’!DMAisinfluenced
by a pat numberof
factomWe havetheRF-power,
thedistance
fromtheinterferer
totheVictims,
antenna
position,
additional
attenuation
m walls
andthepossibi)ky
ofshadowing
efiects
ofthehuman
bodyorother
obstacles.
Theuserenvironment
isthcmfcae
divi&dinto
three
different
interference
case~office,
village
andbase-station
surroundings.

4.1.1

Ofiiee

In a typical office environment there is a fmcd telc~one in each room and when the mobi-

le user is walking m the corridor outside, the ixttcrfmnce distance is m the range ofthree
meters.
‘l’he
RF-power
fromtheGSM mobile
maybe ashighas20 W anddown to10
mW. Theplot
5 and6 cantherefore
beusedwithout
anychanges.
lheantenna
efficiency
fm thehandheld
station
isintherange
ofO to-3dB referred
todipole,
sothat
whenreferringtopowerdelivered
todipole
youmusttakethis
loss
into
consideration.
4.1.2Village
A village
w small
townk,especially
inNorway,
characterised
by single-family
houses
madeby woodsituated
neartheroad.
Inthis
situation
theinterference
environment
forthe
fuedtelephone
userisquite
different
fromtheoffice
situation.
TheRF-powerfromticcar
mountedmobdetelephone
can,according
toGSM specf~cation,
beupto20W, butwhen
talking to mobile
operators
10W b morerealistic.
‘Ihe
intelfemnce
distance
from the road
to the freed telephone may be in the range of 5-10 m The dry wooden walls give no addh
tional attenuation.
If we look at a situation where a 10 W mobile is nmning 6 m away from the fixed teleX=,
~WA-k=~=-U~wk&lephmeno2. As~wh
quality of 40 dB S/N is obtained when the car is 73 m away. In the Nowegian m.quirement
for f~ed telephone, the internal noise to the freed lines should be below -65 dBmp. In order to meet this requirement the interference distance is mom than 80 m.

This exercise is of come extremein the sense that you havetheworstcaseofinterference
andde fried
teitqtk~e
IJsti has the most seitsitive telephone, but if you look at the great
number of freed telephones and the number of GSM mobiles
which is expected in the future, the worst case will also arise.
As mentionedearlier, there is a great d~crence in the capability to withstand this ‘fi)MA
interference.
Themeanvalue
forall12telephone
sets
is36.8dB S/Nandstandard
devintion19.9dB whentheinterference
distance
is3 m andtheRF power0.8w. Forthetransmitter
themeanpsophometric
noise
is-46.2
dBmp with standard deviation of 15.0 dB.
ETSI
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Using this figure fm calculating the necessaryinterference distance we come up with 12.8
m for 40 dB S/’Non the receive side and 31.4 m for -65 dBmp on the transmit side.

‘Ihe conclusionfor fixed telephone users in village areas is that thcm is a strongpossibility
for unacceptableTDMA interferencefrom car mounted (3SMtelephones.

4.13

Base

StdOSl

surroundings

The TDMA stsuctureoftheRF signal
k a function
ofthetraffic
loadinthebasestation,

butyoucanhavethesameRF bum inthis
direction
asfromthemobile.
TheRF powerk
upto40W foreachcarriersnd
theantenna
gainmsybelOdB.Ifthkkthecasewhen
calculating
thenccesaaxy
interfkrencc
distance
youcomeup With198 m in orderto meet
the noise mquimmentson the transmitside using the mean value fm the 12 tclepbe sets.

In this situationusing the highest power and high gain antenna the number of nearbyfixed
telephoneswill probablybe low. A more realistic situaticmwill be using 10 W RF power
and 6 dB gain antmtm l%c interference distance is now 62 m for -65 dBmp on the trsnsrnitside snd2Smfor40dB
S/N onthe receive side.
?hc base station is on the air all the time and the f~ed telephone user will be exposedto
this TDMA interference whenever the subscriber hi calling.

Fortheoperator
there
isalso
thepossibility
that
thefwedtelephone
atthebasestation
servicecenter will be disturbd
The operatcx of TDMA atmcture mobde systems must be aware of the relatively strong possibility
ofunwanted
distudmnces
forthefuedsubscriber
inthebasestations
ne@bourhood.
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5 Measurements results for DECT-’I’3)~

structure

The ‘I’DMAstructure for DE(X is somewhat diffcmnt than shown in chapter 2. ‘Ihe pulse
repetition fiequcncy is 100 Hz giving the fiqucncy

spoctmm in annex 2.

The RF power is dcfmcd to be maximum 2S0 mW EIRP and the interference

level for telephone no 2,5 and 8 is shown in annex 11 to 13. Comparing this interference to a GSM telephone with 0.8 W the noise is 30-40 dB lower fm DECI’ tclcphonc than for GSM.

This lower interference is caused by a lot of factcxs The reduction of RF-power lower the

noise by 10 dB, the doubling of the fiequcncy gives 6 dB lower interference voltage causing 12 dB lower noise, and with this high= frequency the distributed capacitance on the
PCB acts as a low pass filter reducing the induced interference voltage.

Thepotential TDMA intcrkmnce fromDE(3 into fwed telephone acts is then seen to be
much lower than for GSM due to the higher fiquency and the lower radiated power. This
is not to say that TDMA in 2 GHz band is of no problem from an interfcrcncc point of
view.
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6 Conclusion
As the mcsaummcnts have show there is a high interference potential from a TDMA structure mobile communication system particular with the high powcr transmittm as in the
GSM syszcm.TIMlack of immunity rquimmcnta in the VHHUHF band for amplitude me
dulatcd field is a scrious matter which has to be dealt with within the relevant standardizing idtUtiollS,
hke =1
and CENELK, Some considerations has been given to this subject in fcx instance ETSL In a meeting in Paris 10-14 November 1990 in ‘TCRES a“psper
WSS pxescntd
by UK DTI - RfidiOCOItUINUdCILtiOn A@ItCy “THE EMC CONUNDRUM‘1’DMATECHNOLOGY”. A lot of measurements results fi’ombearing aids exposed by
TDMA interference arc presented and the conclusions are %hat the proposed generic immunity standard of 3 V/m does not offer adequate protection from radio transmitters”.
But for the fixed telephones already in use there is little help in better standards for the future. The mobile system operators must be responsible and take proper action to assure the
f~cd subscriber a conversation * ftom TDMA interference also in the future. This is not
an easy match, but the cost must be on the intcrfcrw and not the victim
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GSM-power
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